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Abstract

We present a collection of optimization frameworks for radiation treatment plan-

ning problems in this thesis. Firstly, an automated treatment planning framework

is developed for the Gamma Knife machine, a specialized unit for the radiation

treatment of brain tumors. Nonlinear programs and a mixed integer program are

presented to obtain treatment plans. Since nonconvex nonlinear programs do not

guarantee global optimality, two techniques are developed to enhance the perfor-

mance of the optimization models by generating initial starting points. The first

technique is a heuristic-based approach to find an initial starting point for the

discrete variables of the nonlinear program (the isocenters of radiation doses and

the collimator sizes.) This technique uses a variant of a sphere packing approach

combined with a Medial Axis Transformation, often used in computer graphics. A

linear program is then solved to find the initial radiation exposure time by fixing

the values of the discrete variables generated by the above heuristic.

Since the amount of data used in the optimization is very large, an iterative

solution scheme for the nonlinear program is presented to speed up the solution

process. The optimization problem is first solved using uniformly sampled data

points. The resulting solution becomes a starting point for the next optimization

process that includes data points previously ignored. The entire treatment plan-

ning optimization process for Gamma Knife is fully automated by the combination

of these solution processes. This tool is currently in use at the Radiation Oncology

Department at the University of Maryland School of Medicine.
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Secondly, we present an optimization framework for three-dimensional con-

formal radiation treatment planning problems that are commonly used to treat

patients with cancer of the prostate, lung, and pancreas. Various optimization

models are developed for radiation treatment planning. We formulate an opti-

mization problem that simultaneously optimizes beam configurations and beam

weights as a mixed integer program. Another optimization model includes wedge

filters, which are often placed in front of the beam to produce a gradient in the

beam intensity across the aperture. We present several techniques to significantly

improve solution time of the model without degrading the solution quality. We

also demonstrate that the quality of the dose distribution can be significantly im-

proved by incorporating wedge filters into the optimization. Using our algorithms,

both the use (or non-use) of a wedge and the wedge orientation are optimized. We

present methods to control the dose volume histogram on organs implicitly using

hot and cold spot control parameters in the optimization model.

Finally, MATLAB routines are developed to aid the design of treatment plans.

These include: (1) a MATLAB routine to generate appropriate dose matrices based

on the beam’s-eye-view approach, (2) a variety of GAMS optimization models to

solve problems by selecting beam angles, determining wedge orientations, and the

beam intensities, and (3) a MATLAB routine to examine the quality of treat-

ment plans. We also provide a MATLAB program that enables the user to create

simulated organ structures.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The National Cancer Institute estimates that approximately 8.9 million Ameri-

cans with a history of cancer were alive in 1997. Some of these individuals were

considered cured, while others still had evidence of cancer and many have been

undergoing treatment. About 1,284,900 new cancer cases are expected to be diag-

nosed in 2002. Since 1990, about 16 million new cancer cases have been diagnosed.

This year about 555,500 Americans are expected to die of cancer, more than 1,500

people a day. Cancer is the second leading cause of death in the US, exceeded only

by heart disease. In the US, one of every four deaths is from cancer.

Treatment options are determined by the type and stage of the cancer and

include surgery, radiation therapy, chemotherapy, immunotherapy, etc. Often a

combination of those treatments is used to obtain the best result.

Radiation is a special kind of energy carried by waves or a stream of particles.

High dose radiation can be used to treat cancer and other illnesses. It can be deliv-

ered from outside of the patient using special machines (teletherapy) or deposited

from radioactive substances within the patient (brachytherapy). The use of high-

energy rays or particles to treat disease is called radiation therapy. Related terms

are radiotherapy, x-ray therapy, or irradiation. In teletherapy, special equipment

is used to aim the radiation at tumors or areas of the body where there is disease.
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The radiation damages the DNA of the cells in the area being treated, interfering

with their ability to divide and grow. Cancerous cells are unable to repair this

damage as quickly, so their growth is curtailed and the tumor shrinks. Although

some normal cells are affected by radiation, most normal cells appear to recover

more fully from the effects of radiation than do cancer cells. Radiation therapy

is used to treat solid tumors, such as cancers of the skin, brain, breast, prostate,

etc. It can attack cancer cells both on the surface of the body or deep within.

It can be used as the sole form of treatment, or in conjunction with surgery (to

shrink the tumor before surgery, or to kill remaining cancer cells after surgery) or

chemotherapy.

This thesis will consider techniques to improve the delivery of radiation to pa-

tients using various forms of technology. The work described will concentrate on

using optimization approaches to improve the treatment planning process. Treat-

ment plans are developed to limit the intensity and the area being treated so that

the cancer will be affected more than normal tissue. The objective of treatment

planning problems is to control the local tumor (target) volume by delivering a

uniform (homogeneous) dose of radiation while sparing the surrounding normal

and healthy tissue. A major challenge in treatment planning is the presence of

organs-at-risk (OARs). An OAR is a critical structure located very close to the

target for which the dose of radiation must be severely constrained. This is be-

cause overdosing with radiation within the critical structure may lead to medical

complications. OAR is also termed as “sensitive structure” or “critical structure”

in the literature.

There are two types of radiation treatment planning process: forward planning
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and inverse planning. In forward planning, treatment plans are typically gener-

ated by a trial and error approach. An improved treatment plan is produced by a

sequence of experiments with different radiation beam configurations in telether-

apy. Due to the complexity of the treatment planning problem, this process, in

general, is very tedious and time-consuming, and does not necessarily produce

“high-quality” treatment plans. Better strategies for obtaining treatment plans

are therefore desired. Due to significant advances in modern technologies such as

imaging technologies and computer control to aid the delivery of radiation, there

has been a significant move toward inverse treatment planning (it is also called

computer based treatment planning). In inverse treatment planning, an objective

function is defined to measure the goodness (quality) of a treatment plan. Two

types of objective functions are often used: dose-based models and radiobiological

models. The biological model argues that optimization should be based on the

biological effects resulting from the underlying dose distributions. The treatment

objective is usually to maximize the tumor control probability (TCP) while main-

taining the normal tissue complication probability (NTCP) to within acceptable

levels. Unfortunately, this type of objective function is not rigorously described in

the literature and hence it is currently not well suited to optimization approaches.

The type of objective function we use throughout the thesis is based solely on

dose, in which achieving accurate dose distributions are the main concern. The

biological aspect is implicitly given in the physician’s prescription.

The inverse treatment planning procedures extend the scope of complexity

allowed in treatment planning problems from brachytherapy to external beam

therapy. Examples of these more complex plans include conformal radiotherapy,
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intensity modulated radiotherapy, and tomotherapy. Although many techniques

are available to produce treatment plans for each type of radiation therapy, it

is important to note that all these problems share some commonalities. These

commonalities lead to a notion of a “unified and automated treatment planning

process”. Potential benefits of the automated treatment planning process can in-

clude the reduction in planning time and improved uniformity of dose distributions

of treatment plans. Another aspect is that, unlike the conventional trial and er-

ror approach, the treatment quality obtained based on the automated treatment

planning procedure should depend less on the experience of the treatment planner.

However, it should be noted that the treatment goals may vary from one planner to

another, from one patient to the next. Therefore an automated treatment planning

procedure must be able to self-adjust to these changes and accommodate different

treatment goals.

Typical requirements (goals) of radiation treatment planning include homo-

geneity, conformity, avoidance, and simplicity. A homogeneity requirement is to

irradiate tumor volume within the specified dose levels. It is important for a treat-

ment plan to have uniform dose distributions on the target so that cold spots can

be minimized. A cold spot is a portion of an organ that receives under its required

dose level. On the other hand, the term hot spot is used to denote a portion of

an organ that receives more than the desired dose level. This requirement can be

enforced using lower and upper bounds on the dose, or approximated using penal-

ization. A conformity requirement is used to achieve the target dose control while

minimizing the damage to OARs or healthy normal structure. It can be stated as

total radiation dose deposited on the target must be at least a specified fraction
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of the overall dose used for the treatment. As we mentioned earlier, a great diffi-

culty of producing radiation treatment plans is the proximity between the target

and OARs. Often acceptable dose levels of these requirements are established by

various professional and advisory groups. An avoidance requirement can be used

to limit the dose delivered to OARs. Finally, simplicity requirements state that a

treatment plan should be as simple as possible. Simple treatment plans typically

reduce the treatment time as well as implementation error.

Optimization techniques have become popular in designing these treatment

plans automatically. Various treatment goals can be formulated in optimization

models. Useful optimization methods are linear programming [78, 55], nonlinear

programming [50], mixed integer programming [57], and dynamic programming

[3].

In optimization, the three-dimensional volume is represented by a grid of voxels.

There are several inputs required in optimization approaches in radiation treatment

planning. The first input describes the machine that delivers radiation. The second

and troublesome input is the dose distribution of a particular treatment problem.

A dose distribution consists of dose contribution to each voxel of the region of

interest from a radiation source. It can be expressed as a functional form or a set

of data. However, difficulties of using such distributions include high nonlinearity of

the functional form or the large amount of data that specifies the dose distribution

This problem needs to be overcome in a desirable automated treatment planning

tool. The third common input is the set of organ geometries that are of interest to

the physician. Further common inputs are the desired dose levels for each organ

of interest. These are typically provided by physicians. Other types of inputs
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can also be specified depending on the treatment planning problems. However,

a desirable automated treatment planning tool should be able to generate high

quality treatment plans with minimum additional inputs and human guidance.

Therefore, the goal of this thesis is to provide practitioners with a unified

and fully automated radiation treatment planning framework in the context of

optimization. In this framework, we provide robust optimization models for vari-

ous treatment planning problems that can be easily incorporated into automated

treatment planning tools. The second component of the framework is the ability

to quickly produce high quality treatment plans from the resulting large-scale op-

timization problems. The third component is its reliability in obtaining clinically

acceptable treatment plans for various goals and types of treatment problems. Fi-

nally, we develop software that can be used to experiement with various models

and algorithms for radiation treatment planning.

However, optimization in radiation therapy is too wide to address completely.

Hence, we have selected several problems that have practical relevance and for

which a worthwhile contribution to the existing literature seems possible. Most of

the work presented in the next chapters is based on working papers by the author

and collaborators that have appeared or will appear in the literature [27, 28, 48].

We consider two types of radiation delivery mechanism in this thesis. The first

system is Gamma Knife machine that is designed for treating brain tumors. We

give a general problem description of the Gamma Knife radiosurgery planning

problem in Section 1.1. The second radiation delivery system is an X-ray therapy

machine that is designed for treating tumors located anywhere in the body. An

introduction to conformal radiation treatment planning problem is discussed in
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Figure 1: A collimator: A shot of radiation is formed at the intersection of 201
beams

Section 1.2.

1.1 Gamma Knife Radiosurgery Treatment Plan-

ning Problem

The Gamma Knife is a highly specialized treatment unit that provides an advanced

stereotactic approach to the treatment of tumor and vascular malformations within

the head [32]. The Gamma Knife delivers a single, high dose of gamma ray em-

anating from 201 Cobalt-60 unit sources (Figure 1). Inside a shielded treatment

unit, beams from 201 cobalt-60 radioactive sources are focused so that they inter-

sect at a certain point in space, producing a ellipsoidal region of high radiation

dose referred to as a shot.
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(a) Frame Fixation (b) MRI or CT Scan

(c) Treatment Planning (d) Radiation Delivery

Figure 2: Gamma Knife Treatment Procedure
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A brief history: In 1968, Professor Lars Leskell of the Karolinska Institute in

Stockholm, Sweden and Professor Borge Larsson of the Gustaf Werner Institute

at the University of Uppsala, Sweden developed the Gamma Knife. As far back

as the 1940’s, Leskell recognized the need for an instrument to target deep-seated

intracranial structures without the risks of invasive open skull surgery. Currently,

there are about 200 Gamma Knife machines worldwide.

Treatment Procedure: Gamma Knife Radiosurgery begins by finding the loca-

tion and the size of the tumor. After administering local anesthesia, a stereotactic

coordinate head frame is fixed to the patient’s head using adjustable posts and

fixation screws (Figure 2(a)). This frame establishes a coordinate frame within

which the target location is known precisely and serves to immobilize the patients

head within an attached focusing helmet during the treatment. An “magnetic reso-

nance imaging” (MRI) or “computed tomography” (CT) scan is used to determine

the position of the treatment volume in relation to the coordinates determined by

the head frame (Figure 2(b)). Once the location and the volume of the tumor

are identified, the neurosurgeon, the radiation oncologist, and the physicist work

together in order to develop the patient’s treatment plan (Figure 2(c)). Multiple

shots are often used in a treatment using a Gamma Knife due to the irregularity

and size of tumor shapes and the fact that the focusing helmets are only available

in four sizes (4, 8, 14 and 18mm). Figure 2(d) shows a patient with a collimator

attached to the head for the treatment.

The determination of plans varies substantially in difficulty. For example, some

tumors are small enough to apply one shot of radiation. On the other hand, when
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the tumor is large or has an irregular shape or is close to a sensitive structure,

many shots of different sizes could be needed to achieve appropriate coverage of the

tumor while sparing the surrounding tissue. The treatment planning process can

be very tedious and time consuming and due to the variety of conflicting objectives,

the quality of treatment plan produced depends heavily on the experience of the

user. Therefore, a unified and fully automated Gamma Knife treatment process is

desired. Further description of the treatment process, along with some explanatory

figures can be found in [30].

Treatment Goal: The plan aims to deliver a high dose of radiation to the in-

tracranial target volume with minimum damage to the surrounding normal tissue.

The treatment goals can vary from one neurosurgeon to the next, so a planning

tool must be able to accommodate several different requirements. Among these

requirements, the following are typical, although the level of treatment and impor-

tance of each may vary.

1. A complete 50% isodose line coverage of the target volume. This means

that the complete target must be covered by a dose that has intensity at

least 50% of the maximum delivered dosage. This can be thought of as a

“homogeneity” requirement.

2. To minimize the nontarget volume that is covered by a shot or the series

of delivered shots. This requirement is clear and can be thought of as a

“conformity” requirement.

3. To limit the amount of dosage that is delivered to certain sensitive structures
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close to the target. Such requirements can be thought of as “avoidance”

requirements.

In addition to these requirements, it is also preferable to use a small number of

shots to limit the treatment times and thus increase the number of patients that

can be treated.

1.2 Conformal Radiation Treatment Planning

Radiation Types for Cancer treatment: Common radiation types for can-

cer treatment are X-rays and proton These particles all have somewhat different

biological effects on cells.

At present, the most common radiotherapy treatment uses high-energy x rays.

Shaped beams of x rays are directed toward the patient (Figure 3). The beams

pass through the patient, undergoing near-exponential attenuation as they interact

with tissues, and deposit dose along the way. (The strength or dose of radiation

is characterized by the energy imparted per unit mass. The unit of dose is the

gray; 1 Gy = 1 J/kg.) It is the interactions of secondary electrons, set loose by the

primary interactions of the x rays, that are the dominant cause of the molecular

disruptions that eventually lead to cell death.

Protons differ from high-energy x rays in that they can deliver radiation dose

up to an energy-dependent depth, and virtually none beyond it, whereas x rays

continue to penetrate with near-exponentially decreasing intensity.
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Figure 3: An X-ray therapy machine
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Effect of Radiation in Cancer Treatment: Radiation can cause serious dam-

age to organ cells. Secondary electrons create highly reactive radicals in the intra-

cellular material. The radicals can chemically break bonds in the cellular DNA.

This damage causes both the malignant cells and the normal cells to lose their

ability to reproduce. The higher the dose, the greater the probability of killing

cells.

There are two main strategies for normal tissues and organs to continue to

function after a treatment with radiation. The first relies on a subtle but favorable

difference between the radiation response of normal and malignant cells. That

difference can be exploited to preserve the normal cells that permeate the tumor

and the nearby tissues that are included in the target volume (that is, the region

that includes demonstrable disease; possible sub-clinical extension of that disease,

delineation of which depends on the treatment plan; and a safety margin for organ

and patient motion and technical uncertainties).

To further the beneficial difference, dose is usually delivered in small daily

fractions; this strategy, as compared with single-dose radiation delivery, is generally

thought to improve the therapeutic advantage substantially. Consequently, in

conventional radiotherapy, from 20 to 30 daily fractions of approximately 2 Gy

each are delivered. These fractions are typically delivered once a day, with a two-

day weekend break, so that a course of radiotherapy will typically last from four

to six weeks. If a person is given 4 to 6 Gy at one time for the treatment period,

it could be fatal.

The second strategy for minimizing morbidity is to reduce the dose delivered

to normal tissues that are spatially well separated from the tumor. This can be
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(a) Single Beam: Tissue on top receives sig-
nificant dose

(b) Five Beams: a hot spot is formed by
five beams

Figure 4: Effect of Multiple Beams

done by using multiple beams from different angles.

Effect of Multiple Beams: A single radiation beam leads to a higher dose de-

livered to the tissues in front of the tumor than to the tumor itself. In consequence,

if one were to give a dose sufficient to control the tumor with a reasonably high

probability, the dose to the upstream tissues would likely lead to unacceptable

morbidity. A single beam would only be used for very superficial tumors, where

there is little upstream normal tissue to damage and the skin-sparing properties

of x rays help. For deeper tumors, one uses multiple cross-firing beams delivered

within minutes of one another: All encompass the tumor, but successive beams are

directed toward the patient from different directions to traverse different tissues

outside the target volume. The delivery of cross-firing beams is greatly facili-

tated by mounting the radiation-producing equipment on a gantry, as illustrated
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Figure 5: A multileaf collimator

in Figure 3.

Multiply directed beams noticeably change the distribution of dose, as is il-

lustrated in Figure 4. As a result, dose outside the target volume can often be

quite tolerable even when dose levels within the target volume are high enough to

provide a substantial probability of tumor control.

Beam Shape Generation and Collimator: Radiation treatments are typi-

cally delivered using a linear accelerator, Figure 3, with a multileaf collimator,

Figure 5, housed in the head of the treatment unit. The leaves of the multileaf col-

limator are computer controlled and can be moved to the appropriate positions to

create the desired beam shape. From each beam angle, three-dimensional anatom-

ical information is used to shape the beam of radiation to match the shape of the

tumor. Given a gantry angle, the view on the tumor that the beam source can

see through the multileaf collimator is called the beams-eye-view of the target [34].
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This beams-eye-view (BEV) approach ensures adequate irradiation of the tumor

while reducing the dose to normal tissue. Other research focuses on using different

configurations of the collimator leaves. While this can be incorporated into our

system, we assume throughout this thesis that the beams-eye-view is used.

Wedge Filters: The quality of the dose distribution can be improved by incor-

porating a wedge filter into one or more of the treatment beams. This metallic

wedge varies the intensity of the radiation in a linear fashion from one side of the

radiation field to the other. Wedge filters are particularly useful in compensat-

ing for a curved patient surface, which is particularly common in breast cancer

treatments.

Treatment procedure

1. The patient is immobilized in an individual cast so that the location of treat-

ment region remains the same for the rest of treatment process.

2. A CT scan is performed with the patient in the cast to identify the three-

dimensional shapes of organs of interest.

3. Conformal treatment plans are generated using the organ geometries.

4. Treatments are performed 5 times a week for 4 to 5 weeks.

Treatment Goal To be clinically useful, a tool must be safe and efficient. Three

requirements for the treatment plan are discussed in Section 1.1: homogeneity,

conformity, and avoidance.
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The goal in conformal radiation therapy is to provide a high probability of

tumor control while minimizing the damage to the normal tissue. This is accom-

plished by cross-firing beams of radiation from a number of beam directions. A

dosimetrist uses a trial-and-error approach to determine how many beams of ra-

diation are needed, which beam angles are optimal, and what weight should be

assigned to each beam. The dosimetrist also needs to determine when a wedge

filter is appropriate, the orientation of each wedge, and the weights to be assigned

to the wedged and non-wedged beams. Hence, an optimization model should in-

clude as variables: a set of multiple beam angles, wedge orientations, and the beam

intensities corresponding to pairs of beam angles and wedge orientations.

Dose-volume control on organs becomes very important for treatment planners.

The goal of dose-volume control is to keep the integrated dose (by active beams)

of a voxel as close to the prescribed dose level as possible. Often, an acceptable

treatment plan requires that nearly all voxels of the target volume are covered

with dosages between typical values of 95% and 107% of the prescribed dose,

and majority of the organs-at-risk (OAR) should receive less than αOAR% of the

prescribed dose, where αOAR is suggested by the physician. The value of αOAR can

be different depending on the type of organ. At the same time, the integral dose

on the normal tissue should be as small as possible.
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1.3 Outline of the Thesis

We give an overview of the contents of this thesis. The key theme of this thesis

is optimization in radiation treatment planning. In Chapter 2 we discuss opti-

mization models for the Gamma Knife radiosurgery treatment planning problem.

A new dose distribution is presented to approximate the effect of radiation dose

as a function of distance from the isocenter (centers of shot locations). Nonlinear

programs are presented to obtain treatment plans. Due to the fact that the dose

delivery machine does not accept continuous coordinates of isocenters, a mixed

integer linear program is used to find the treatment plan after rounding/fixing the

continuous coordinates to their nearest discrete isocenters. The nonlinear programs

not only require initial starting points, but do not guarantee global optimality. In

fact, they may have many local solutions, some of which are close to a global

optimal solution, and others may be far off from it. Two techniques are devel-

oped in Chapter 3 to enhance the optimization model developed in Chapter 2.

First, a three-dimensional skeleton-based heuristic approach is developed to gen-

erate an initial starting solution for the isocenters and their corresponding shot

sizes. A linear program is solved to find the initial radiation exposure time by

fixing the values of the discrete variables given by the heuristic. Secondly, an it-

erative solution scheme for nonlinear program is presented. Since the amount of

data used in the optimization is so large, the optimization problem is first solved

using uniformly sampled data points to speed up the solution process. In general,

the amount of data used in the first optimization process consists of about 13% of

the original data. The resulting solution becomes a starting solution for the next
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optimization process with data points previously ignored. The entire treatment

planning optimization process for Gamma Knife machine is fully automated.

In Chapter 4, we present optimization models for conformal radiotherapy prob-

lem using linear, quadratic, and mixed integer programming. We simultaneously

optimize three key optimization parameters (beam angles, wedge orientations, and

beam weights). Since the optimization models are large-scale, several techniques

are addressed to find solutions quickly. We first show how to reduce the solu-

tion space by adding a constraint using an input parameter. Secondly, a uniform

sampling approach is used to reduce data points on the normal tissue. Finally,

an iterative scheme is used to further improve the solution time. In addition,

the optimization models implicitly enforce dose-volume constraints discussed in

Section 1.2.

To complete the thesis, we develop optimization tools and environments for

radiation treatment planning in Chapter 5. Various GAMS models for optimiz-

ing radiation treatment are developed. Based on MATLAB environment, a rou-

tine is provided to generate necessary data for the optimization models using the

MATLAB/C interface. MATLAB routines are developed to plot the dose-volume

histogram, and to draw different shapes of structures for experiemts. Finally, we

conclude this thesis with a summary in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2

Optimization Models for Gamma

Knife Radiosurgery Treatment

Planning

2.1 Introduction

We consider treatment planning for a specialized device known as the Gamma

Knife described in Section 1.1 (see Figure 6.) The approach for treatment plan-

ning that will be used here is based on an optimization model of the physical sys-

tem. Three characteristics are important in the optimization technique for Gamma

Knife treatment planning: speed, flexibility, and robustness. A fast treatment plan

is desired primarily for patient comfort. The system must be flexible because the

treatment goals vary from patient to patient and neurosurgeon to neurosurgeon.

The system also must be robust so that it produces a high quality solution regard-

less of the size and the shape of the target volume. The solution produced by the

optimization must also be practical and implementable.

We assume throughout this chapter that the number of shots that will be

delivered is specified to the optimization tool. While other approaches may try to
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Figure 6: Gamma Knife treatment unit: The patient lies on the couch and is
moved back into the shielded treatment area

minimize this number, it is typically straightforward to estimate this number and

then develop a plan to optimize other important features for the treatment. In the

model we propose, there are three types of decision variables:

1. A set of coordinates (xs, ys, zs): for each shot the position of the shot centers

is a continuous variable to be chosen.

2. A discrete set of collimator sizes w ∈ W: currently four different sizes of fo-

cusing helmets are available (4mm, 8mm, 14mm, 18mm), W ∈ {4, 8, 14, 18}.

3. Radiation exposure time: the dose delivered is a linear function of the expo-

sure time.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. A new dose model is
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described that allows the shots to be modeled as ellipsoids, along with a new

conformity estimation problem and a continuation approach to solve the nonlinear

program. Section 2.3 reviews existing optimization approaches for solving Gamma

Knife radiosurgery treatment planning. We introduce an optimization approach

using nonlinear programming in Section 2.4.

2.2 Dose Distribution Models

2.2.1 Existing dose distribution models

The first step in building a treatment planning tool is to model the dose delivered

to the patient by a given shot that is centered at a given location. One approach

assumes that a shot is approximately spherical [9, 20, 79, 80, 86, 87, 88]. This

assumption makes the problem easier to solve. However, more realistic model

of dose delivered to a location emanating from a center of a shot has ellipsoidal

contours. Monte Carlo simulation techniques for the nonlinear dose model have

been commonly used in practice [18, 90].

Cho et al [20] present the following spherical dose model. Let x be the distance

from the isocenter of a dose sphere, r be a measure of the radius of the sphere,

Π(z) be a step function where Π(z) = 1, if |z| ≤ 1/2, zero otherwise, and h(x) be

a dose spread convolution kernel. Then, the radial dose distribution for x can be

expressed as

g(x) = Π
( x

2r

)

∗ h(x). (2.1)
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The asterisk in (2.1) denotes convolution such that, assuming a Gaussian fit,

h(x) =
1√
2πσ

exp

(

− x2

2σ2

)

,

g(x) = 1
2

[

erf

(

x+ r

σ

)

− erf

(

x− r

σ

)]

,

(2.2)

where the notation erf(·) represents the integral of the standard normal distribu-

tion from −∞ to x..

2.2.2 A new dose distribution model

The complete dose distribution can be calculated as a sum of contributions from

each shot delivered, once the location of the center of that shot (xs, ys, zs) is known,

and the length of time of delivery ts,w is known. In practice this means that for all

(i, j, k)

Dose(i, j, k) =
∑

(s,w)∈S×W

ts,wDw(xs, ys, zs, i, j, k), (2.3)

where Dw(xs, ys, zs, i, j, k) is the dose delivered to the voxel (i, j, k) by the shot of

width w centered at (xs, ys, zs).

Our dose model is based on [30]. They simulated the delivery of a shot of

width w ∈ W, centered at the middle of the head of a previously scanned patient

on the Gamma Knife. For each shot width, they determined the dose delivered

in the x, y and z directions at given distances from the center of the shot from

the simulation. The three values were then averaged to give a value of dose (for

each width of shot) at a particular distance from the center. However, we observed

that the actual dose delivered was ellipsoidal in nature rather than spherical, so

we determined the principal axes and measured the values of dose D̄w along them.
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In practice, the axis location depended on whether the patient was lying prone or

supine, and thus we rotate the target so its coordinate axes lie along the ellipsoid’s

principal axes in either case.

The problem is thus reduced to determining a functional form for the dose

delivered at a voxel (i, j, k) from the shot centered at (xs, ys, zs). A sum of error

functions has been noted in the literature to approximate this dose distribution

[20, 41]. We therefore used the following functional form

Dw(xs, ys, zs, i, j, k) =

2
∑

p=1

λp



1 − erf





√

(i− xs)2 + µyp(j − ys)2 + µzp(k − zs)2 − rp

σp







 (2.4)

and fit the ten parameters λp, µ
y
p, µ

z
p, rp and σp to the data described above via

least-squares, with different values for each shot width. The resulting nonlinear

optimization problem

minλ,µ,r,σ
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w(j) −

2
∑
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λp

(

1 − erf

(

√
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2
∑
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2

was solved using CONOPT. These values were then fixed in the nonlinear models

used in the remainder of this thesis.
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2.3 Existing Optimization Approaches

A number of researchers have studied techniques for solving the Gamma Knife

treatment planning optimization [49, 87]. One approach incorporates the assump-

tion that each shot of radiation can be modeled as a sphere. The problem is then

reduced to one of geometric coverage, and a ball packing approach [74, 80, 87] can

be used to determine the shot locations and sizes. The use of a modified Powell’s

method in conjunction with simulated annealing has been proposed [49, 93]. The

paper [71] presents a simulated annealing approach incorporating a quasi-Newton

method. A mixed integer programming and a nonlinear programming approach

for the problem is presented in [30, 68]. We briefly review some of the existing

optimization approaches in this section.

Sphere Packing Under the assumption that a shot is a non-elastic, solid 3D

sphere, the paper [80] presents an optimization of packing unequal spheres into

a three-dimensional bounded region in connection with radiosurgical treatment

planning. Given an input (R, V, S, L), where R is a 3D bounded region, V a

positive integer, S a multiset of spheres, and L a location constraint on spheres,

we want to find a packing of R using the minimum number of spheres in S such

that the covered volume is at least V , the location constraint L is satisfied; and the

number of points on the boundary of R that are touched by spheres is maximized.

Wang [80] shows that not only finding an optimal solution to the problem is

computationally intractable, but also optimization of the related problems is NP-

hard. Therefore, some sort of approximation is needed. The paper [80] proposes
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Figure 7: Sphere Packing Example in 2D: three circles cover inside of the target
region assuming that a shot of radiation forms a circle

an improved approach to [9, 88] under the assumption that spheres of arbitrary di-

ameters are available with unlimited supply, and there are no location constraints.

Dynamic Programming Dynamic Programming has been used to determine

the number of shots, shot center locations and their sizes under the assumption

that a shot is a sphere [9, 80, 87, 88]. Therefore the dose calculation is eliminated

by finding the geometrical coverage. Suppose we apply a sequence of shots to the

target area. It means that we determine the first shot location and its size, then

apply the shot to the target area. The second shot location and and its size is

determined on the remaining target area, then apply the second shot to the target

area. This process continues until entire target area is covered within a tolerance.

This is the main idea of using Dynamic Programming method. We review the paper

[9]. By assuming a shot is approximately sphere, they find geometric coverage of a

region using spheres without overlapping. A skeleton-based method is used. The

justification of using this method is that dosimetric coverage is normally wider
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than the geometrical coverage. The dose distribution of a shot is not a simple step

function with zero dose outside and positive dose inside of the coverage. There is

finite dose delivered to outside of the geometrical coverage. For an irregular shaped

target, the optimizer will prefer small shots to match the external boundary. This

will result in an impractical solution to the treatment planning. Therefore, the

number of shots to use must be included in the optimization parameter. They

assume that an optimal plan should:

1. cover the entire target region to within the tolerance ε

2. use the least number of shots possible and,

3. confine all of the shots inside the target and without overlap.

Simulated Annealing Simulated annealing has been widely used because of its

simplicity as well as the possibility of finding a global solution [4, 49, 54, 65, 71,

77, 94]. We review an example in the paper [71]. At first, the dose distribution

is calculated. The optimization technique comprises two steps. First, the continu-

ous parameters (position and weights of shots) are optimized using quasi-Newton

method. The result obtained at the end of this step serves as the initial config-

uration for the next optimization step. Due to the fact that the quasi-Newton

method can only be applied to optimize the continuous variables, simulated an-

nealing method is used to optimize the discrete variables such as number of shots

and collimator sizes, as well as the continuous variables.

After a set of parameters and a cost function are defined according to the

meaning of a “good plan” in real clinical practice, a simulated annealing method

is applied as follows:
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1. The temperature T is decreased slower than 1/ln(n). This ensures that the

solution can converge to the global minimum.

2. The isocenter location, shot size and the shot weights are randomly modified

with positive or negative step size. Different step sizes are used for different

parameters. Assumptions are made so that the collimator size and the shot

weights cannot be negative, and the isocenter location has to be within the

target.

3. A shot location will be randomly added or removed. By doing this, if the

new cost value is reduced, the new configuration is accepted, or accepted

with the Metropolis rule. When there is only one shot location, removal

cannot occur. By the same token, if there are more shot locations than the

prefixed maximum number of shots, additions cannot occur.

4. The optimization process is stopped if the final temperature is reached, or

the cost value has not been changed for three different temperatures.

Mixed Integer Programming Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) technique

has been presented in [30, 44] to solve the Gamma Knife treatment planning prob-

lem. The paper [30] presents an optimization model for solving Gamma Knife

radiosurgery treatment planning optimization problem using a large-scale mixed

integer programming. They restrict the shot locations to be within the target area.

Binary variables are used to indicate if a pair of (shot location, shot size) is used

or not. They also impose a constraint to limit the number of shots to use within

the given maximum number of shots.
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Solving the optimization problem using MIP is very difficult because of its

enormous solution space. They propose some heuristics to reduce the size of the

solution space. However, because of the large amount of data and many integer

variables, the resulting constrained problem is impractical for medium to large size

of problems.

Summary

Some techniques have the capability of finding the global optimal solution to our

problem: sphere packing (SP), simulated annealing (SA), and mixed integer pro-

gramming (MIP). However, those methods are generally impractical because of

their running time to solve the problem.

The sphere packing method is proven to be NP-hard. In addition, some prob-

lems related to this technique are also proven to be NP-hard. A problem with the

Dynamic Programming scheme discussed in the previous section is that it assumes

a fairly regular tumor shape. Another problem is that lots of small shots will be

used to fill up the gap between shots. Some other method should be incorporated

to optimize a general shape of tumor. Technically, Simulated annealing can find

the global solution to our problem within some tolerance. However, it is hard to

enforce the uniformity constraints. While MIP finds a global optimal solution, a

major drawback of using MIP is that it generates enormous amount of data for

the problem. As a result, it does not find an optimal solution within the time

available.
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2.4 Optimization Models

Nonlinear optimization techniques have been proposed by several researchers: Non-

linear programming approach [30, 68], Modified Powell’s method [70], and a Quasi-

Newton method [71].

NLP is a flexible method to formulate the optimization problem. In general,

it finds solutions faster than other techniques. A drawback is that the solution

to a nonlinear and nonconvex problem is not guaranteed to be globally optimal.

In fact, there may be many local minima to our optimization problem. However,

with robust modeling techniques and good starting point generation techniques,

NLP can be a very powerful approach to our optimization problem. These are the

topics in the remainder of Chapters 2 and 3 respectively.

2.4.1 Original formulation

We consider a nonlinear programming approach for solving the treatment planning

problem. The input to the nonlinear program consists of several pieces of informa-

tion, namely the number of shots that are to be used, the widths of shots that are

considered appropriate for the target volume, the required isodose level and the

target volume itself. The initial locations of the shots are placed randomly within

the target, and the initial levels for the exposure time are fixed appropriately.

Given the shot locations and exposure time, the dose distribution for each shot

at a given voxel (volume element) on a three dimensional grid is calculated based

on the ellipsoidal algebraic model outlined in Section 2.2.2. It is assumed that the

dose model does not change due to movement of the shot center.
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Once a description of the dose is determined, the optimization model can be

formulated. The basic optimization problem is to determine a set of coordinates

(xs, ys, zs) of shot center locations, a discrete set of collimator sizes w, and radiation

exposure times ts,w. The basic variables of the optimization we consider include

the coordinates of the center location of the shot (xs, ys, zs), the width of the shot

w, and the time ts,w that each shot is exposed. In practice, we consider a grid G of

voxels. There are two types of voxels: T represents the subset of voxels that are

within the target and N represents the subset of voxels that are out of the target.

Since the number of voxels out of the target is vast, we typically use just a small

subset of them, generated close to the target volume or in a sensitive structure.

Isodose line coverage. Neurosurgeons commonly use isodose curves as a means

of judging the homogeneity of a treatment plan. The 50% isodose curve is a curve

that encompasses all of the voxels that receive at least 50% of that maximum dose

that is delivered to any voxel in the patient. A treatment plan is normally consid-

ered acceptable if a certain percentage isodose curve (typically 50%) encompasses

the tumor. We model such a constraint by imposing strict lower and upper bounds

on the dose allowed in the target, namely for all (i, j, k) ∈ T

Θ ≤ Dose(i, j, k) ≤ 1 (2.5)

In this way, the 100Θ% isodose curve is guaranteed to cover the target. Other

isodose curves can be generated by simply modifying the numerical value Θ.

Choosing shot widths. The number of shots to be used is given to the op-

timization model, and the location of the shot center is chosen by a continuous
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optimization process. Choosing the particular shot width at each shot location is

a discrete optimization problem that is treated by approximating the step function

H(t) =























1 if t > 0

0 if t = 0

by a nonlinear function,

H(t) ≈ Hα(t) := 2 arctan(αt)
π

For increasing values of α, Hα becomes a closer approximation to the step function

H. This process is typically called smoothing.

The set of shot widths for a given number of shots n is chosen by imposing the

constraint:

n =
∑

(s,w)∈{1,...,n}×W

Hα(ts,w). (2.6)

This states that the total number of shot/width combinations that are to be used

is n. In practice, we solve a sequence of models, each time increasing the value

of α to improve the approximation. Note that the optimization may place two

shots of different widths at the same location, and hence none at another location.

Typically, we relax the requirement for exactly n shot/widths, and instead impose

a range constraint forcing lower and upper bounds on the number of shot/width

combinations.

We have tested several optimization formulations. The most obvious model is

to minimize the dose outside of the target subject to a constraint on the minimum
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isodose line that must surround the target:

min
∑

(i,j,k)∈N

Dose(i, j, k)

subject to Dose(i, j, k) =
∑

(s,w)∈S×W

ts,wDw(xs, ys, zs, i, j, k)

Θ ≤ Dose(i, j, k) ≤ 1, ∀(i, j, k) ∈ T

n =
∑

(s,w)∈{1,...,n}×W

Hα(ts,w)

ts,w ≥ 0.

(2.7)

The most critical problem is that due to the large number of voxels that are

needed when dealing with large irregular tumors (both within and outside of the

target) the computational time to complete this treatment plan is too long. To

make the solution process faster, we can remove a large number of the non-target

voxels from the model. While this improves computational time, this typically

weakens the conformity of the dose to the target.

Before we introduce a more practical optimization model we seek to solve (dis-

cussed in Section 2.4.3), a conformity estimation model is presented in the next

section to estimate an input parameter for the optimization model.

2.4.2 Conformity estimation model

As mentioned in Section 1.1, a conformal solution is one of the requirements of

treatment plans. The conformity of the plan is hard to deal with since it involves

voxels outside of the target, of which there may be many. Furthermore, a rea-

sonable conformity for a given patient plan is very hard to estimate a priori since
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it depends critically on the number of shots allowed and how the volume of the

target interacts with the volumes of the allowable shots.

The conformity index P is an estimate of the ratio of the dose delivered to

the target, divided by the total dose delivered to the patient. P can be formally

defined as follows:

P :=

∑

T

D(T )

∑

T ∪N

D(T ∪ N ).
(2.8)

Ideally, we wish to have P to be one, which means all the dose is deposited to the

tumor region only. However, this is not possible because radiation is delivered from

an external beam source. The radiation passes through some normal tissue before

it reaches the tumor. Note that there are standard rules established by various

professional and advisory groups that specify acceptable conformity requirements.

We first describe an approach to estimate the value of P . It is known how to

simulate the delivery of a shot of width w ∈ W centered at the middle of the head

of a previously scanned patient on the Gamma Knife. For each shot width we use

this to estimate the total dose delivered (at unit intensity) to the complete volume

and term this constant D̄w. This is then used to determine an estimate of the total

dose delivered to the complete volume by the collection of shots as

∑

(s,w)∈S×W

D̄wts,w, (2.9)

without having to calculate the dose at any voxel external to the target. This

expression can be used as the denominator of the conformity of a given plan without

evaluating dose at voxels outside of the target. The numerator would obviously

just be the total dose delivered to the target.
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To generate an estimate for P for a particular patient case, We minimize (2.9),

subject to the standard constraints of maintaining an appropriate isodose line

around the target, and a limit on the number of shots of different widths and

locations:

min
∑

(s,w)∈S×W

D̄wts,w

subject to Θ ≤ Dose(i, j, k) ≤ 1, ∀(i, j, k) ∈ T

n =
∑

(s,w)∈S×W

Hα(ts,w)

ts,w ≥ 0

(2.10)

Note that this model uses the data D̄w instead of calculating the dose outside

the target and thus is a much smaller optimization model even if the number of

voxels in the complete volume is large. Some care is taken to choose the value

of α appropriately. For large treatment volumes we typically only evaluate the

bound constraints in (2.10) on a small but representative subset of the voxels in

the target. After we solve for (2.10), P is calculated using the following expression:

P =

∑

(i,j,k)∈T

Dose(i, j, k)

∑

(s,w)∈S×W D̄wts,w
. (2.11)

In (2.10), we attempt to estimate P by minimizing the total dose to the tar-

get, subject to hard constraints on the amount of dose delivered at each voxel in

the target. However, instead of enforcing these hard constraints, we propose an

alternative optimization model as a mechanism to determine P using a notion of

UnderDose. Underdose can be defined as follows:

UnderDose(i, j, k) := max{0,Θ −Dose(i, j, k)}. (2.12)
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More formally, a voxel is considered to be underdosed if it receives less than the

prescribed isodose, which for the example formulation is assumed to be Θ. We

actually use the optimization process to model UnderDose. UnderDose is con-

strained to be greater than or equal to max(0,Θ − Dose) at every voxel in the

target.

The new conformity estimation model is:

min
∑

(s,w)∈S×W

D̄wts,w

subject to Dose(i, j, k) =
∑

(s,w)∈S×W

ts,wDw(xs, ys, zs, i, j, k)

Θ ≤ UnderDose(i, j, k) +Dose(i, j, k)

0 ≤ UnderDose(i, j, k)

0 ≤ Dose(i, j, k) ≤ 1, ∀(i, j, k) ∈ T

∑

(i,j,k)∈T UnderDose(i, j, k) ≤ NPU

n =
∑

(s,w)∈{1,...,n}×W

Hα(ts,w)

0 ≤ ts,w ≤ t̄

(2.13)

The crucial constraint is the one involving both N , the number of voxels in the

target, and PU a user supplied estimate of the “average percentage” underdose

allowable on the target. By increasing the value of PU , the user is able to relax the

homogeneity requirement, thereby reducing the total dose delivered to the patient.

Notice that reducing the total dose delivered to the patient typically increases P .

Thus, P is essentially a monotone function of PU . The upper bound on exposure
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Table 1: Comparison of conformity estimation models

Old Conformity Model New Conformity Model

Patient P obj.val. time P obj.val. time

Patient 5 0.296 28.89 106.1 0.296 25.68 77.4

(0.007) (13.93) (32.9) (0.005) (12.93) (17.3)

Patient 6 0.246 17.81 397.0 0.247 14.89 358.3

(0.011) (14.54) (90.5) (0.009) (13.21) (56.2)

Patient 8 0.323 3.33 195.2 0.323 2.86 167.6

(0.007) (2.73) (60.8) (0.003) (1.79) (56.3)

time t̄ is typically chosen as a large fraction of the maximum dose delivered to T

(here assumed to be 1) for the purposes of improving solver performance.

Table 1 indicates the motivation for this change. For a variety of patients,

the estimate of P is essentially the same, but it has smaller standard deviation

(indicated in parentheses) and smaller computing times. (For each of the patients,

the starting point for the conformity problem was randomly perturbed by up to

two voxels in each coordinate direction to generate the sample. The variance is

calculated over a set of 30 runs.) Furthermore, it seems clear that the final objective

values arising from the subsequent solves are better if these solves are seeded with

the new conformity estimation model solutions.

Note that the value of P should be carefully chosen so that the value is fairly

insensitive to changes in the starting point given to the model. This is shown

below.
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The effect of the conformity index value on the optimization objective

function In Figure 8, we show how the conformity parameter, P, affects the

final solution in a small tumor obtained from a clinician. This tumor contains

4006 voxels in a three-dimensional grid representation. As we increase P , the

solution becomes more conformal (but at a cost in homogeneity) that we measure

via the objective function in (2.10). The conformity estimation problem generates

an average value for P of 0.248, with a standard deviation of 0.012 when we run

the previously outlined process 50 times with slightly perturbed starting values.

Recall that the planner can specify a scale parameter increase of this value to

achieve higher conformity if desired.

2.4.3 The optimization model - Underdose model

The imposition of rigid bounds in the basic model (2.7) leads to plans that are

overly homogeneous and not conformal enough, that is, they provide too much dose

outside the target. To overcome this, we update the basic model to force more

conformity at the expense of relaxing homogeneity. In essence, we interchange the

homogeneity constraints and the conformity minimization for a model that controls

the conformity of the plan using a constraint and then attempts to minimize the

violation of (2.5) in the target. The constraint specifies that at least a portion (P )

of the total dose must be deposited in the target:

P ≤

∑

(i,j,k)∈G

Dose(i, j, k)

∑

(s,w)∈S×W

D̄wts,w

Instead of enforcing the strict lower bound of Θ on the dose in the target, in
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the new optimization model, we calculate the amount of dose under this value at

every voxel in the target, and sum the “underdose” (2.12) to form our objective.

Since we minimize UnderDose, it will take on the maximum of these two values at

optimality. An upper bound is still placed on the dose in the target, and the lower

bound on dose is relaxed.

The model attempts to minimize the underdose to the target subject to (2.6)

and a constraint that the conformity of the plan exceeds a certain (specified) value:

min
∑

(i,j,k)∈G

UnderDose(i, j, k)

subject to Dose(i, j, k) =
∑

(s,w)∈S×W

ts,wDw(xs, ys, zs, i, j, k)

Θ ≤ UnderDose(i, j, k) +Dose(i, j, k)

0 ≤ UnderDose(i, j, k)

0 ≤ Dose(i, j, k) ≤ 1, ∀(i, j, k) ∈ G

P ≤

∑

(i,j,k)∈T

Dose(i, j, k)

∑

(s,w)∈S×W

D̄wts,w

n =
∑

(s,w)∈{1,...,n}×W

Hα(ts,w)

0 ≤ ts,w ≤ t̄

(2.14)

The constraints involving UnderDose coupled with the objective function enforce

the definition given in (2.12).

The solution of (2.14) includes non-discrete coordinates of isocenters. This may

not be implementable on the Gamma Knife since the continuous values of location
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coordinates cannot be keyed into the machine. To overcome this, we present a

“Fixed Location Model” to translate the optimization output onto the Gamma

Knife in the following section.

2.4.4 Fixed location model - mixed integer linear program

We round the location values of the solution and fix them at x̄s, ȳs and z̄s respec-

tively. The values of Dw(x̄s, ȳs, z̄s, i, j, k) can then be calculated at each location

(i, j, k) as data. The final optimization involves the following mixed integer linear

optimization problem:

min
∑

(i,j,k)∈G

UnderDose(i, j, k)

subject to Dose(i, j, k) =
∑

(s,w)∈S×W

ts,wDw(x̄s, ȳs, z̄s, i, j, k)

Θ ≤ UnderDose(i, j, k) +Dose(i, j, k)

0 ≤ UnderDose(i, j, k)

0 ≤ Dose(i, j, k) ≤ 1, ∀(i, j, k) ∈ G

C
NG

N
∑

(s,w)∈S×W

D̄wts,w ≤
∑

(i,j,k)∈G

Dose(i, j, k)

0 ≤ ts,w ≤ ψs,w t̄

∑

(s,w)∈S×W ψs,w ≤ n

ψs,w ∈ {0, 1}

(2.15)

The key observation is the use of the binary variable ψs,w to indicate whether
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a shot of size w is used at location s. The penultimate constraint in the model

ensures that no more than n shots are used, while the upper bound on t ensures

that no exposure time occurs if the corresponding shot is not used.

It may of course be possible to extend this model to include more locations, but

this was not deemed necessary for our work. Furthermore, it could be argued that

the basic model should use integer variables to enforce the discrete size choices.

Our investigations found such approaches to be impractical and not as robust as

the scheme we outline in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3

Enhanced Solution Schemes for

Radiosurgery Treatment Planning

Optimization Models

3.1 Introduction

The nonlinear programming models discussed in Chapter 2 not only require initial

starting solutions, but do not guarantee global optimality. In fact, they may have

many local solutions, some of which are close to a global optimal solution, and

others may be far off from it. Two techniques are developed in this chapter to

enhance the optimization model developed in Chapter 2.

Firstly, an iterative solution scheme for nonlinear program is presented. Since

the amount of data used in the optimization is so large, the optimization problem

is first solved using uniformly sampled data points to speed up the solution process.

In general, the amount of data used in the first optimization process consists of

about 13% of the original data. The resulting solution becomes a starting solution

for the next optimization process with data points previously ignored.

Secondly, three-dimensional skeleton-based heuristic approach is developed to
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generate initial starting solution for the isocenters and their corresponding shot

sizes. A linear program is then solved to find the initial radiation exposure time

by fixing the values of the discrete variables given by the heuristic. The approach

leads to improved speed and quality of solutions (see Section 3.4).

The resulting tool is currently in use at the University of Maryland Medical

School. The work described here has enabled the simple prototype to be enhanced

to the state whereby it is usable without optimization expert intervention as a

mechanism to robustly improve the operation of a complex medical system.

3.2 A Solution Scheme of Radiosurgery Treat-

ment Planning Optimization Models

The optimization models considered here are discussed in Chapter 2; namely the

“Conformity estimation model” from Section 2.4.2, the “Basic optimization model”

of Section 2.4.3, and the “Fixed location model” of Section 2.4.4. Since we solve

(2.12) three times, a total of five optimization problems are solved sequentially

to determine the treatment plan. The reason the basic model (2.12) is solved

iteratively (steps 2, 3, and 4 discussed below) is an effort to reduce the total time to

find the solution. Our experience shows that combining three steps into one takes

at least three times longer to converge, which is often not clinically acceptable.

Solution Process

1. Conformity estimation. In order to avoid calculating dose outside of the

target, we first solve an optimization problem on the target to estimate an
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“ideal” conformity for the particular patient for a given number of shots;

details can be found in Section 2.4.2. The conformity estimate C is passed

to the basic model as an input parameter.

2. Coarse grid estimate. Given the estimate of conformity C, we then specify

a series of optimization problems whose purpose is to minimize the total

underdose on the target for the given conformity. In order to reduce the

computational time required to determine the plan, we first solve (2.14) on

a coarse grid subset of the target voxels. We have found it beneficial to use

one or two more shot locations in the model than the number requested by

the user, that is S := {1, ..., n+ 2}, and allowing the optimization to choose

not only useful sizes but also to discard the extraneous shot locations.

3. Refined grid estimate. To keep the number of voxels in the optimization as

small as possible, we only add to the coarse grid those voxels on a finer grid

for which the homogeneity (bound) constraints are violated. This procedure

improves the quality of the plan without greatly increasing the execution

time.

Note that it is possible for the solution from a previous optimization in this

sequence to suggest multiple shots to be centered at the same location (i.e.

for a given s there are several nonzero ts,w). If, in addition, there are other

locations s′ that are not used at all in the solution at hand, we shift as many

of the multiple shots as possible to these unused locations. This maintains

the objective value of the current solution while giving any subsequent solves

the ability to move the different size shots independently. In our automatic
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procedure we shift the largest value of ts,w to the unused location.

4. Shot reduction problem. In the solution steps given above, we use a small

value of α, typically 6 to impose the constraint (2.6) in an approximate

manner. In the fourth solve, we increase the value of α to 100 in an attempt

to force the planning system to choose which size/location pairs to use. At

the end of this solve, there may still exist some size/location pairs that have

very small exposure times t. Also note that our solution technique does not

guarantee that the shots are centered at locations within the target.

5. Fixed location model. The computed solution may have more shots used than

the user requested and furthermore may not be implementable on the Gamma

Knife since the coordinate locations cannot be keyed into the machine. Our

approach to refine the optimization solution to generate implementable co-

ordinates for the shot locations is to round the shot location values and then

fix them. Once these locations are fixed, the problem becomes linear in the

intensity values t. We reoptimize these values and force the user requested

number of size/location pairs precisely using a mixed integer program. Fur-

ther details can be found in Section 2.4.4.

Note that the starting point for each of the models is the solution point of the

previous model. Details on how to generate an effective starting point for the first

model are given in Section 3.3. All the optimization models are written in the

GAMS [13] modeling language and solved using CONOPT [25] or CPLEX [38].
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3.3 Starting Point Generation

A good starting point is very important for nonlinear programs, especially if the

problem is not convex. This section will explore some techniques to find an initial

starting solution for our solution process. The main focus is to find a set of good

shot locations and their corresponding sizes. We propose a shot location and

size determination (SLSD) process based on 3D medial axis transformation. Our

results show that it takes no more than six seconds to produce a good starting

solution for all the three-dimensional data considered in our research.

Our targets are collections of three-dimensional voxels. For the large scale

problems of interest, the data manipulation and optimization solution times are

much larger than allowable (typically 20-40 minutes is allowed for planning) and

we must resort to data compression. One technique used extensively in computer

vision and pattern recognition is the notion of a skeleton, a series of connected

lines providing a simple representation of the object at hand [5, 33, 46, 87, 97].

Skeletons have been used by physicians and scientists to explore virtual human

body organs with non-invasive techniques [37, 96]. The term skeleton was proposed

in [5] to describe the axis of symmetry, based on the physical analogy of grassfire

propagation, namely, the locus of centers of maximal disks (balls) contained in a

two- (three-) dimensional shape.

Some applications require that the original object has to be reconstructed from

the compact representation, and hence the normal measure of goodness is the error

between the original and reconstructed object. However, in our case, we will just

use the skeleton to quickly generate good starting shot locations for the nonlinear
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program. Thus we adapt techniques from the literature to achieve these goals.

Our process is in three stages. First we generate the skeleton, then we place

shots and choose their sizes along the skeleton to maximize a measure of our objec-

tive. After this, we choose the initial exposure times using a simple linear program.

Finally, we apply the five stage optimization process outlined in Section 3.2 to im-

prove upon the starting points found.

3.3.1 Skeleton generation

In this section, we introduce a 3D skeleton algorithm that follows similar proce-

dures to that of [96]. The first step in the skeleton generation is to compute the

contour map containing distance information from the voxel to a nearest target

boundary. The ideal distance metric is Euclidean, but this is too time consuming

to implement in a three-dimensional environment.

To describe our simpler scheme, we first introduce some terminology.

Definition 3.1 Considering a voxel i as a three-dimensional box, an adjacent

voxel j is called an F-neighbor of i if j shares a face with i, an E-neighbor of

i if j shares an edge with i and a V-neighbor of i if j shares a vertex with i.

Our procedure is as follows:

1. Assign 0 to the non-target area, and let v = 0.

2. Assign v + 1 to any voxel that is unassigned and has an F-neighbor with

value v.

3. Increment v by 1 and repeat until all voxels in the target area are assigned.
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Figure 9: A contour map on a two-dimensional example

An example of a two-dimensional contour map generated is shown in Figure 9.

Note that if the maximum height in the contour map is less than 2, we terminate

the skeleton generation process.

Extracting an initial skeleton. Based on the contour map, there are several

known skeleton extraction methods in the literature [96]: Boundary Peeling (also

called thinning) [51], Distance Coding (distance transformation) [58] and Polygon-

based Voronoi Methods [10]. Because it is simple and fast, we use the distance

transformation method to generate a skeleton. In our terminology, this means

that we define a skeleton point as a voxel whose contour map value is greater than

or equal to those of its E-neighbors.

Refinement for connectivity of a thin skeleton. We say that two skeleton

points are connected if they are V-neighbors. Unfortunately, not all the skeleton

points generated will be connected, and thus we use a two stage process to connect

the pieces of the skeleton together.
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Figure 10: An example of skeleton refinement

For example, Figure 10(a) shows a raw skeleton with several disconnected com-

ponents. We use two algorithms to join all the disconnected components. The

first algorithm is a directional search algorithm. The second is the shortest path

algorithm. After these refinements, we have a connected skeleton as seen in Fig-

ure 10(b).

We first use depth first search to label each skeleton point as belonging to a

particular component of the skeleton. The first connection phase is a steepest

ascent technique. Consider the contour map as a function f . We calculate an

approximate gradient ∇f using coordinate-wise central divided differences. Thus,

for each voxel (i, j, k), we use the values of f at each of its F-neighbors to generate

a three-dimensional vector

∇f(i, j, k) := (sgn(f(i+ 1, j, k) − f(i− 1, j, k)),

sgn(f(i, j + 1, k) − f(i, j − 1, k)),

sgn(f(i, j, k + 1) − f(i, j, k − 1)))
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and store these in a divided difference table. Given the voxel (i, j, k), we evaluate f

at the V-neighbor (i, j, k)+∇f(i, j, k), and accept the move if f does not decrease.

We terminate the process if either f decreases or we move to a voxel in a different

piece of the skeleton, thus connecting (i, j, k) to this piece. Including the paths

generated in this fashion in the skeleton typically connects pieces that are close

but not currently connected.

The directional search algorithm, while joining many of the disconnected pieces

of the skeleton along ridges of the contour map may fail in cases where the contour

map decreases in the gap between two disconnected pieces. Therefore, the second

connection phase uses a shortest path algorithm to connect the skeleton (instead

of using the saddle point method discussed in [96]).

Let K be the set of all skeletal points, divided into d disconnected components.

In order to reduce the search space for the shortest path algorithm, we generate

a cloud of voxels C in the target volume each of which are local maxima among

their F-neighbors. Note that C contains K by definition, and can be thought of

heuristically as a cloud of points encircling the skeleton. We will only join the

disconnected components of K using points in C.

Let each voxel in C be a node. An arc (i, j) ∈ A ⊆ C × C is defined if voxels i

and j are V-neighbors.

We choose an arbitrary voxel in an arbitrary component as the source node s.

A representative node is chosen from each of the remaining components arbitrarily

and joined to a dummy node t that will be the destination. The distance cij

between voxels in a connected cluster is set to 0, whereas other V-neighbors of a

given voxel are at distance 1. We attempt to send d − 1 units of flow from s to
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t. We also add an arc from s to t directly with a high cost to allow for the fact

that it may not be possible to join every component through C. If this is the case,

it will be signified by flow along these final arcs. The complete formulation of our

problem follows.

min
∑

(i,j)∈A

cijxij

subject to
∑

{j|(i,j)∈A}

xij −
∑

{j|(j,i)∈A}

xji =











































(d− 1) if i = s

−(d− 1) if i = t

0 otherwise

0 ≤ xij, ∀(i, j) ∈ A.

Typically, this problem is solved very quickly by standard linear programming

algorithms, even though specialized network flow algorithms could be applied.

3.3.2 Shot placement

At this stage, we recall that our goal is to determine where to place shots and how

large to make them initially. The skeleton generation is a data reduction technique

to facilitate this goal. We restrict our attention to points on the skeleton. This

is reasonable, since the dose delivered (2.3) looks ellipsoidal in nature and hence

being centrally located within the target (that is, on the skeleton) is preferable.

Our approach moves along the skeleton evaluating whether the current point is

a good location to place a shot. There are two special types of skeleton points, an
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(a)   end points (b)   end points (c) a cross point

Figure 11: Examples of end-points and a cross-point

end-point and a cross point, that help determining the shot size and the location,

see Figure 11.

We define an end-point and a cross point as follows:

Definition 3.2 A voxel is an end-point if

1. It is in the skeleton.

2. It has only one V-neighbor in the skeleton.

A voxel is a cross-point if

1. It is in the skeleton.

2. It has at least three V-neighbors.

3. It is a local maximum in the contour map.

These points are respectively the start (end-point) and finish (cross-point) points

for our heuristic.

Let K be a set of skeletal points in the target volume. The first phase of

the methods determines all end-points in the current skeleton. Given an end-point

(x, y, z) ∈ K, we carry out the following steps to generate a stack for the end-point.
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1. Calculate a merit value at the current location. Save the location informa-

tion, the best shot size, and the merit value on a stack.

2. Find all V-neighbors of the current point, in the skeleton, that are not in

the stack. If there is exactly one neighbor, make the neighbor the current

location and repeat these two steps. Otherwise, the neighbor is a cross-point

or an end-point, and we terminate this process.

If the length of the stack is less than 3, then we discard these points from

the skeleton. Otherwise, we choose the shot location and size determined by the

smallest merit value on the stack. This shot will cover a subset of the voxels in

the target; these voxels are removed from the target at this stage.

We then move to the next end-point and repeat the above process. Once all

end-points have been processed, we attempt to generate a new skeleton based on

the remaining (uncovered) voxels in the target. We then repeat the whole process

with the new skeleton.

The key to this approach is the merit function. Ideally, we would like to place

shots that cover the entire region, without overdosing within (or outside) of the

target. Overdosing occurs outside the target if we choose a shot size that is too large

for the current location, and hence the shot protrudes from the target. Overdosing

also occurs within the target if we place two shots too close together for their

chosen sizes.

Thus, if we label height as the approximate Euclidean distance from the current

point to the target boundary, spread as the minimum distance between the current

location and the end-point at which we started, and w as the shot size, we would
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like to ensure that all three of these measures are as close as possible. Therefore, we

choose an objective function that is a weighted sum of squared differences between

these three quantities.

1. Φsh(x, y, z) := (spread(x, y, z) − height(x, y, z))2

2. Φsw(x, y, z, w) := (spread(x, y, z) − w)2

3. Φhw(x, y, z, w) := (height(x, y, z) − w)2

The first function ensures that we pack the target volume as well as possible, that

is the current spread between shots should be close to the distance to the closest

target boundary. The second function is used to choose a helmet size that fits the

skeleton best for the current location. The third function favors a location that is

the appropriate distance from the target boundary for the current shot size.

Our objective function Φ is defined as a linear combination (with weights λ)

of these penalty functions and a fourth (w̄ − w)2, that is designed to favor large

shot sizes. Note that w̄ is the maximum shot width at hand, typically 18mm. The

weights can be adjusted based on a user’s preference. In practice we use 1/3 for

the first three objective weights, and 1/2 for the fourth.

3.3.3 Modifying the number of shots used

Often, the application expert knows how many shots will be needed to treat a

specific tumor based upon experience. The planning tool accepts this information

as input. However, the SLSD procedure only uses target information and it might

suggest using fewer or more shots.
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If the number of shots generated by SLSD is too large, the first n+ 2 shots are

used as the starting point. We allow the nonlinear program to adjust the locations

further and remove the least useful shots during the solution process.

If the number of shot locations obtained from the SLSD procedure is less than

the requested number, we add extra shot locations using the following (SemiRand)

heuristic. The key idea is to spread out the shot center locations with appropriate

shot sizes over the target area.

We assume that we are given ρ, an estimate of the conformity that we require

from any shot. In practice, we choose this value as 0.2. We then generate k different

shot/size combinations as follows. First, a random location s is generated from

the target area that is not covered by the current set of shots. Secondly, a random

shot size w for the specific location is generated within the set of different shots

available W. For each shot/size combination we calculate the fraction f(s, w) of

the dose that hits the target by taking the ratio of the number of voxels that it

hits in the target to the total number of voxels in a shot of the given size.

We decide the location and size (s, w) to use as follows. If max f(s, w) ≤ ρ,

then we choose the combination that maximizes f(s, w). Otherwise, amongst all

those combinations that are acceptable (i.e. f(s, w) ≥ ρ), we choose the largest

one (i.e. the one that maximizes w among these).

Note that the SemiRand scheme can be used in cases where the SLSD procedure

fails (when a 3D volume of the target cannot be defined), and also as an alternative

scheme for locating starting points. In practice we use k = 5.
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3.3.4 A linear program to generate initial radiation expo-

sure time

We generate good initial shot center locations and sizes by running SLSD. This is

a starting solution for the NLP model except for radiation exposure times. These

times ts,w are estimated using the following simple linear program.

min
∑

(i,j,k)∈G

UnderDose(i, j, k)

subject to Dose(i, j, k) =
∑

(s,w)∈S×W

ts,wDw(x̄s, ȳs, z̄s, i, j, k)

Θ ≤ UnderDose(i, j, k) +Dose(i, j, k)

0 ≤ UnderDose(i, j, k)

0 ≤ Dose(i, j, k) ≤ 1, ∀(i, j, k) ∈ G

t ≤ ts,w ≤ t̄

(3.1)

Note that we fix the locations of the shots at the points suggested by SLSD and

only update the exposure times. Furthermore, we ensure that every size shot has

positive weight in an initial solution by enforcing a lower bound (typically 0.1) on

the exposure lengths.

3.4 Computational Results

In this section, we demonstrate how to use the techniques outlined above on two-

dimensional testing problems as well as real patient data.
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Figure 12: Computational results on a two-dimensional example

3.4.1 Examples on two-dimensional problems

We start with some simple two-dimensional examples that show the types of skele-

tons that are produced and portray the resulting optimization solutions.

Figure 12(a) depicts a particular target (tumor) area for our problem as white

space. This tumor is approximately 3 inches square. The shape is not convex.

It has a indentation that makes it difficult for a normal optimization model to

obtain an acceptable plan. Figure 12(b) shows a thin line skeleton generated from
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the image. The skeleton generation process takes less than 1 second on Pentium

III 800MHz workstation. We then apply the SLSD process to obtain the starting

solution for the NLP model as shown in Figure 12(c). Eight shots of radiation

are used for this example; one 4 mm, two 8 mm and five 14 mm shots. We use

0.9 as the initial exposure times. The solution covers the target area well. We

solve the conformity estimation optimization model using CONOPT2 interface

with the starting solution, finding an optimal solution of 8 shots in 61 seconds

of execution time. Figure 12(d) shows the resulting plot using MATLAB image

toolbox. The circles are the starting solution and the stars are the optimal solution

from CONOPT. They are almost identical in shot center locations. The SLSD

process outperforms a random starting solution. Given 8 shots to use, the NLP

model using a random starting solution finds an optimal solution in 1122 seconds.

We show two more results on other examples in Figure 13. Figure 13(a) is a

rectangular shaped target for which three shots are used. The optimization model

finds the solution of two 4mm and one 14mm shots depicted in Figure 13(b). The

total time to produce the solution is about 15 seconds. Another example is given

in Figure 13(c,d). This is a small tumor (less than 1 in2) for which three shots are

again used. The SLSD model takes 1.5 seconds to generate the starting solution.

The NLP model finds an optimal solution of two 4mm and one 8mm shots in 6

seconds.
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Figure 13: Two-dimensional examples: a rectangular target(a,b) and a small tar-
get(c,d)
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Table 2: Shot number prediction using SLSD

Helmet Size Number of Shots suggested

18mm and 14mm 7

18mm and 8mm 7

18mm and 4mm 7

14mm and 8mm 9

14mm and 4mm 10

8mm and 4mm 25

3.4.2 Predicting the number of shots of radiation

We use SLSD to guide the users in selecting the total number of shots of radiation

for treatment. Since SLSD produces initial shot locations and their widths based

only on the shape of the target, it has a capability of predicting a reasonable

number of shots to cover the tumor volume.

First, a user specifies an input on how many different helmet sizes are allowed

in the optimization. Using this number, SLSD generates an estimated number

of shots for each possible helmet combination. Table 2 shows such an example.

The numbers of shots for all possible helmet combinations are displayed using two

different helmet sizes are allowed. Since we have four possible helmet sizes available

on hand, it generated 6 =
(

4
2

)

possible combinations. This is just a suggestion (not

the only option) for the user to choose. If the user wants to specify his/her own

predicted number, the tool provides an option to do so.
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3.4.3 Application to real patient data

We have tested our techniques on ten targets arising from real patient cases. The

ten targets are radically different in size and complexity. The tumor volumes range

from 28 voxels to 36088 voxels. Since our problems are not convex, the choice of

parameters in their solution can also have dramatic effects. In this section, we

demonstrate how to choose good parameters for the NLP models. Some further

description of the medical implications of these results are given in [68].

The procedure for varying α (controlling the enforcement of the discrete choices)

can have dramatic impact on solution quality and times. We generated solutions

for a variety of patients under a number of different choices of α. These solutions

were analyzed by an application expert. Based on his feedback, we suggest using

initial values of α between 4 and 8.

Table 3 shows average objective values of three different starting solution gener-

ation techniques: Random, SemiRand, and SLSD. The objective value represents

the total average underdose of the target when the solution is applied. The num-

bers in the parentheses are the standard deviations from a batch of 50 perturbed

runs. (In each run, the set of initial solution locations (x, y, z) were perturbed voxel

by voxel by a distance of no more than two voxels.) We compare the techniques

based on the final objective value and the run time. By fixing α = 6, 50 perturbed

runs were made for each patient-method pair. In each run, we generated initial

locations randomly within the target for the random scheme, while location per-

turbation was used for SemiRand and SLSD. The tumor was so small for Patient

1 that SLSD failed to generate a skeleton (maximum height in the contour map
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was less than 2).

Using standard statistical tests, the pairwise p-value [95] between Random

and SemiRand was 0.013, between Random and SLSD was 0.0006, and between

SemiRand and SLSD was 0.078. This leads to the conclusion that these results

are significantly different at the 90% confidence level.

Table 3 also shows average run time of the entire model for the seven different

patients. Although a gain of speed using SLSD depends on the shape and size

of the tumor, the table shows that the model execution time can be substantially

reduced using SLSD over the other two techniques regardless of the size of tumor.

Again, these results are significantly different at the 90% confidence level. The

pair-wise p-value between Random and SemiRand was 0.017, between Random

and SLSD was 0.0006, and between SemiRand and SLSD was 0.063.

Figure 14 shows two pictures of the large tumor solutions that are used by the

planners to understand the quality of the solutions. While these figures show the

SLSD solution is much more conformal in this slice, and seems much better in

quality, it is hard to make a definitive judgment from these figures.

To conclude this section, we show a dose volume histogram (Figure 15) relating

various plans that were generated for patient 6. The histogram depicts the fraction

of the volume that receives a particular dose for both the skull, and the target

volumes. The curves on the right depict information related to the target, while

on the left they refer to the skull. On the target, the curves that extend furthest

to the right receive more dose. Since this can be effected by just delivering more

dose to the patients skull, the lines to the left show that the fraction of the skull

receiving a particular dosage is essentially unchanged. The figure compares the
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Table 3: Average optimal objective value and solution times in seconds for different
tumors

Patient Objective Time

(#voxels) Random SemiRand SLSD Random SemiRand SLSD

1 2.17 0.88 NA 0.3 0.3 NA

(28) (0.86) (0.29) NA (0.05) (0.03) NA

2 14.70 8.21 6.64 32 30 26

(2144) (6.90) (4.68) (2.61) (6) (9) (9)

3 27.53 19.22 14.43 89 67 52

(3279) (19.07) (8.87) (14.99) (25) (16) (9)

4 16.55 12.89 9.85 97 94 84

(3229) (4.45) (6.70) (4.88) (18) (22) (19)

5 34.87 34.53 23.85 153 128 77

(4006) (16.36) (17.26) (13.84) (40) (30) (17)

6 33.32 28.49 15.00 556 513 355

(6940) (17.25) (13.09) (13.22) (103) (100) (52)

7 35.45 29.97 31.03 590 460 343

(10061) (12.63) (11.16) (13.65) (228) (100) (75)

8 9.31 3.22 2.78 887 240 168

(22124) (2.73) (2.80) (1.72) (157) (68) (56)

9 45.05 35.18 31.05 874 629 498

(24839) (18.10) (7.11) (10.25) (425) (166) (99)

10 18.55 11.57 8.59 3568 937 695

(36088) (11.20) (11.83) (6.71) (589) (108) (79)
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(a) Random starting point solution. Note
that the target and the 50% isodose curve
do not match closely.

(b) SLSD starting point solution. Note
that the target and the 50% isodose curve
match closely.

Figure 14: Large patient example. Three contours drawn represent target, 50%
and 30% isodose curves respectively in decreasing greyscale
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Figure 15: A dose volume histogram for patient 6

three techniques outlined here, along with the actual plan used on the patient

example. Clearly, all of the automatic plans are better than the neurosurgeons

plan, while the SLSD approach appears preferable to the other two automatic

plans in quality.

3.5 Summary

We have used a variety of optimization techniques in this work to develop an

approach for solving a planning problem for medical treatment. While our ap-

proach has been tailored to the specific application, we believe the methods and
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approaches used here can be effectively adapted to many other problem classes.

The work described in this chapter was motivated by feedback received from

an initial prototype use of our planning tool at the University of Maryland Medical

School. The key features that needed improvement were the speed and robustness

of the process. This chapter has addressed both issues by using a variety of differ-

ent optimization models and computational techniques. In particular, the speed

of solving the sequence of nonlinear programming models has been substantially

reduced by using the skeleton based starting point generation technique. Statis-

tically, we have shown that SLSD outperforms two other heuristics for generating

starting points. Furthermore, the use of an improved conformity estimation model,

coupled with a “clean-up” mixed integer programming model, ensures the solutions

generated are clinically acceptable and conform to the input specifications of the

user. The modified tool is now in use at the hospital without intervention from

any of the authors.
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Chapter 4

Optimization Models for

Conformal Radiation Treatment

Planning

We introduce a collection of optimization models for three-dimensional conformal

radiation therapy. We formulate an optimization problem that simultaneously op-

timizes the beam configuration and the beam weights as a mixed integer program.

Another optimization model includes wedge filters, which are often placed in front

of the beam to produce a gradient in the beam intensity across the aperture. We

present several techniques to significantly improve solution time of the model with-

out degrading the solution quality. We also demonstrate that the quality of the

dose distribution can be improved significantly by incorporating wedge filters into

the optimization. Using our algorithms, both the use (or non-use) of a wedge and

the wedge orientation are optimized. We present methods to control the dose vol-

ume histogram on organs implicitly using hot and cold spot control parameters in

the optimization model.
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Figure 16: A Linear Accelerator

4.1 Introduction

Radiation treatments are typically delivered using a linear accelerator (see Fig-

ure 16) with a multileaf collimator (see Figure 17) housed in the head of the

treatment unit. The shape of the aperture through which the beam passes can be

varied by moving the computer-controlled leaves of the collimator. In conformal

radiation therapy, the subject of this chapter, three-dimensional anatomical infor-

mation is used to shape the beam of radiation at each angle to match the shape of

the tumor, as viewed from that angle. We refer to this approach to selecting the

beam shape as the beam’s-eye view (BEV) technique.

The goal in conformal radiation therapy is to provide a high probability of tu-

mor control while minimizing radiation damage to surrounding normal tissue. This

goal can accomplished by cross-firing beams from a number of beam directions. In
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Figure 17: Beam’s-eye-view can be produced using a multileaf collimator

practice, a dosimetrist usually uses a trial-and-error approach to determine how

many beams of radiation should be used, which beam angles are most effective,

and what weight should be assigned to each beam.

Often, additional flexibility is available to the dosimetrist, in the form of wedge

filters that can be placed in front of the aperture to induce a gradient in the radia-

tion field from one side of the aperture to the other. Wedge filters are particularly

useful in treating cancers that lie near a curved patient surface, as is common in

breast cancer. In addition to selecting beam directions and weights, the dosimetrist

must decide whether it is appropriate to use a wedge, and if so, which orientation

to choose for the wedge. It may be appropriate to use a combination of wedged

and non-wedged beams from a single direction.

As we show in this thesis, optimization techniques can be used to design these

treatment plans automatically. Although the conformal techniques described above

are the current standard of care in radiation therapy, used in the treatment of the
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vast majority of patients today, the benefits of automated treatment planning have

gone largely unrealized. We focus on the conformal approach because it requires

little alteration to current clinical practices, and therefore has a good chance of

rapid adoption. A more sophisticated treatment planning approach known as

intensity modulated radiation therapy (IMRT), which is currently receiving a good

deal of attention from optimization experts, allows a number of differently shaped

beams to be delivered from each direction, thereby allowing a higher degree of

flexibility in modulating the intensity of the radiation delivered from each beam

angle. Although this approach is undoubtedly interesting, often its nonintuitive

choice of aperture shapes represents a significant departure from current clinical

practice, and therefore will require more time to be adopted widely.

In Section 4.3, we present several formulations of the treatment planning prob-

lem using linear programming (LP), quadratic programming (QP), and mixed-

integer programming (MIP) approaches. In these optimizations, each “voxel”

within the target volume typically requires at least a specified minimum amount

of radiation to be delivered (a lower bound), while an upper bound is used for vox-

els in the sensitive structures and in the normal tissue. Since sensitive structures

often are located close to target volumes, it is sometimes difficult or impossible to

determine a treatment plan that satisfies the required bounds at every voxel. In-

stead, penalty terms can be included in the objective of the optimization problem

that penalize violations of these bounds, with more significant violations incurring

larger penalties.

Section 4.3.1 describes the problem in which the gantry angles for the treatment

plan are fixed, and the task is merely to determine the beam weights for each
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angle. Several problem LP and QP formulations are presented; we explore the

characteristics of each. In Section 4.3.2, we discuss the “angle selection” problem,

in which the most effective angles (and their beam weights) are determined from

among a set of candidate angles. A MIP model is used here, with binary variables

indicating whether or not a particular angle used in the treatment. Treatments

with fewer beams can be delivered more rapidly, and hence are generally preferred.

We consider treatment plans using wedges in Section 4.3.3, using an extension of

the MIP formulation from the angle selection problem. In Section 4.4, we describe

several techniques for improving the formulation and reducing the solution time

without degrading the solution quality for this model.

The quality of a treatment plan is typically specified and evaluated using a

dose-volume histogram (DVH). Using the DVH as a guide, a planner may choose

to allow a certain portion of voxels in each sensitive structure to exceed a specified

dose, or require a large fraction of the volume to receive at least a certain dose.

Due to the need to incorporate many binary variables into the optimization [29],

formulation of a constraint of this type is not easy to handle using conventional

optimization techniques. In Section 4.5, we show how the MIP formulations can be

modified to account for the DVH constraints by using several control parameters.

In Section 4.6, we present computational results for the models described above

on clinical data. We demonstrate in particular the usefulness of wedges in devising

good treatment plans, and the effectiveness of our techniques for enforcing DVH

constraints.
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(a) A wedge filter (b) An external wedge

Figure 18: Wedges

4.2 Use of Wedges

Wedges (also called wedge filters) are a very useful tool in radiation therapy. As

shown in Figure 18, a wedge is a tapered metallic block with a thick side (the

heel) and a thin edge (the toe). Less radiation is transmitted through the heel of

the wedge than through the toe. Figure 18(b) shows an external 45◦ wedge, so

named because it produces isodose lines that are oriented at approximately 45◦, as

illustrated in Figure 19. Figure 19(a) shows the dose attenuation pattern produced

when no wedge is used, while Figure 19(b) is the dose contour map resulting from

the use of a wedge. (In this example, the wedge is oriented with its heel on the

right side of the figure.) As well as tilting the isodose lines, the wedge produces a

general attenuation of the dose as compared with the open beam.

We include a wedge transmission factor τ in the model to account for the effect

of the wedge on the dose delivered to the voxels in the treatment region. Wedges

are characterized by two constants τ0 and τ1, with 0 ≤ τ0 < τ1 ≤ 1 that indicate
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Figure 19: Dose contour maps: wedge effect on the dose distribution
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the smallest and largest transmission factors for the wedge among all pencil beams

in the field. Specifically, τ0 indicates the factor by which the dose is decreased for

the pencil beams along the edge of the aperture with which the heel of the wedge is

aligned. Correspondingly, τ1 indicates the transmission factor along the opposite

(thin) edge. When the heel lies along the west edge, the transmission factor for

beamlet (i, j) is calculated as follows:

τwest
ij = τ0 +

j − 0.5

N
(τ1 − τ0), i = 1, 2, . . . ,M, j = 1, 2, . . . , N. (4.1)

When the wedge is oriented with its heel at the top, or “north,” of the field, the

weight applied to the (i, j) beamlet is

τnorth
ij = τ0 +

i− 0.5

M
(τ1 − τ0), i = 1, 2, . . . ,M, j = 1, 2, . . . , N. (4.2)

The shift of 0.5 is introduced in both formulae to capture the transmission factor

at the center of each beamlet.

Two different wedge systems are used in clinical practice. In the first system,

four different wedges with angles 15◦, 30◦, 45◦, and 60◦ are available, and the

therapist is responsible for selecting one of these wedges and inserting it with

the correct orientation. In the second system, a single 60◦ wedge (the universal

wedge) is permanently located on a motorized mount located within the head of the

treatment unit. This wedge can be rotated to the desired orientation or removed

altogether, as required by the treatment plan.

By devising appropriate combinations of wedged and non-wedged beams, we

can achieve dose distributions equivalent to those available with a full set of exter-

nal wedges:
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Theorem 4.1 All plans deliverable by four-wedge system can be produced by using

the universal wedge.

Proof Suppose that at some angle A and some wedge at a given orientation with

parameters τ ′0 and τ ′1 (with 0 ≤ τ ′0 < τ ′1 ≤ 1) we have a treatment plan that calls

for delivering a weight w′
A,open through the open beam, and w′

A,west through the

wedge. (We have supposed without loss of generality that the wedge is oriented

to the west, so the attenuation parameter τij for beamlet (i, j) is given by the

formula (4.1).) We now ask whether it is possible to deliver an equivalent dose

through every beamlet using a different wedge with the same (west) orientation,

and different parameters τ0 and τ1, with 0 ≤ τ0 < τ1 ≤ 1.

Using (4.1), we find that the total dose delivered through beamlet (i, j) is

w′
A,open + w′

A,west

[

τ ′0 +
j − 0.5

N
(τ ′1 − τ ′0)

]

= w′
A,open + w′

A,west

[

τ ′0 −
0.5

N
(τ ′1 − τ ′0)

]

+ j · w′
A,west

(τ ′1 − τ ′0)

N
.

If we were to use the alternative wedge with parameters τ0 and τ1, and weights

wA,open and wA,west, we would find that the total dose delivered through beamlet

(i, j) is

wA,open + wA,west

[

τ0 −
0.5

N
(τ1 − τ0)

]

+ j · wA,west
(τ1 − τ0)

N
.

By equating the constant terms and the coefficient of j in the last two formulae,

we find that the plans are equivalent if

wA,west(τ1 − τ0) = w′
A,west(τ

′
1 − τ ′0)
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and

wA,open + wA,west

[

τ0 −
0.5

N
(τ1 − τ0)

]

= w′
A,open + w′

A,west

[

τ ′0 −
0.5

N
(τ ′1 − τ ′0)

]

.

By rearranging and substituting, we find that the weights for the new beam must

be

wA,west =
τ ′1 − τ ′0
τ1 − τ0

w′
A,west

and

wA,open = w′
A,open + w′

A,west

[

τ ′0 −
τ ′1 − τ ′0
τ1 − τ0

τ0

]

. (4.3)

Note that wA,west is always nonnegative whenever w′
A,west is nonnegative, but that

wA,open is not necessarily nonnegative, even when the weights for the original

wedge are both nonnegative. However, a sufficient condition for wA,open to be

nonnegative for any nonnegative values of w′
A,open and w′

A,west is that

τ ′0
τ0

≥ τ ′1 − τ ′0
τ1 − τ0

,

since this condition ensures that the bracketed term on the right-hand side of (4.3)

is nonnegative. This condition implies that given a solution using a particular

wedge, we can always identify an equivalent plan using an alternative wedge with

the same (or smaller) value of τ0 and a larger value of τ1 − τ0 2

Hence, in the remainder of this thesis, we consider only approaches based on

the universal wedge. Design of treatment plans involving wedges are discussed

in [24, 47, 69, 91, 92]. The papers [69, 91, 92] discuss selection of wedge angles;

in particular, [69] describes a mathematical basis for selection of wedge angle and

orientation. However, the authors of [92] conclude that the inclusion of wedge angle

selection in the model makes the optimization problem much harder to solve.
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4.3 Formulating the Optimization Problems

4.3.1 Beam weight optimization

We start with the simplest model, in which we assume that the angles from which

beams are to be delivered are selected in advance, that wedges are not used, and

that the apertures are chosen to be the beam’s-eye view from each respective

angle. It remains only to determine the intensities of the beams (that is, the beam

weights) to be used from each angle.

We now introduce notation that is used below and in later sections. The set of

beam angles is denoted by A. We use T to denote the set of all voxels that make

up the target structure, S to denote the voxels in the sensitive structure, and N to

be the voxels in the normal tissue. We use θ to denote the prescribed dose level for

each target voxel, while the hot spot control parameter φ defines a dose level for

each voxel in the critical structure that we would prefer not to exceed. The beam

weight delivered from angle A is denoted by wA, and the dose contribution to voxel

(i, j, k) from a beam of weight 1 from angle A is denoted by DA,(i,j,k). (It follows

that a beam of weight wA will produce a dose of wADA,(i,j,k) in voxel (i, j, k).) We

obtain the total dose D(i,j,k) to voxel (i, j, k) by summing the contributions from

all angles A ∈ A. We use DA,Ω to denote the submatrix consisting of the elements

DA,(i,j,k) for all (i, j, k) ∈ Ω. We use D to denote the vector of doses D(i,j,k) for

all voxels (i, j, k), while DΩ is the vector consisting of D(i,j,k) for all (i, j, k) ∈ Ω,

where Ω is a given set of voxels.
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The beam weights wA, A ∈ A, which are of course nonnegative, are the un-

knowns in the optimization problem. The general form of this problem is as follows.

min
w

f(D)

s.t.

DΩ =
∑

A∈A

wA · DA,Ω, Ω = T ∪ S ∪ N ,

wA ≥ 0, ∀A ∈ A.

(4.4)

The choice of objective function f(D) in (4.4) depends on the specific goal that

the treatment planner wants to achieve. Two common goals are to control the

integral dose to organs and to control cold spots (underdose to the target region)

and hot spots (overdose). In general, the objective function measures the mismatch

between the prescription and the delivered dose. For voxels in the target region

T , there are terms that penalize any difference between the delivered dose and

the prescribed dose θ. For voxels in the sensitive structure S i(i = 1, · · · , |OAR|),

there are terms that penalize the amount of dose in excess of φi, the desired

upper bound on the dose to such voxels for a sensitive structure i. However,

for simplicity of explanation, we only consider a single sensitive structure in the

problem formulations in this chapter. For voxels in the normal region N , the

desired dose is zero, so the objective usually includes terms that increase as the

amount of dose delivered to these voxels increases. There may be more than one

sensitive structure in a treatment planning problem.

Let parameters λt, λs, and λn be nonnegative weighting factors applied to the

objective terms for the target, sensitive, and normal voxels, respectively. Two
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common ways to define the objective are to use the L1-norm (which penalizes the

absolute value of deviation from the prescribed dose on each voxel, weighted by

the factors just defined) and the sum of squares of the deviations, again weighted

according to the region in which each voxel lies. These techniques lead to the

following two definitions:

λt‖DT − θeT ‖1 + λs‖(DS − φeS)+‖1 + λn‖DN‖1, (4.5)

λt‖DT − θeT ‖2
2 + λs‖(DS − φeS)+‖2

2 + λn‖DN‖2
2.

(4.6)

The notation (·)+ := max(·, 0) in the second term defines the overdose to voxels

in the sensitive region, while eT is the vector whose components are all 1 and

whose dimension is the same as the cardinality of T . (Similarly for eS .) The terms

in (4.5) and (4.5) are approximations to the L1 and squared-L2 integrals of the

deviations from prescription over each region of interest.

A planner can also use an average dose deviation for each structure by dividing

the integral dose over the number of voxels in the structure:

λt
‖DT − θeT ‖p

card (T )
+ λs

‖(DS − φeS)+‖p
card (S)

+ λn
‖DN‖p

card (N )
, p = 1, 2,

where card (T ), card (S), and card (N ) denote the number of voxels in the target

region, the sensitive structure, and the normal regions, respectively. The use of

these factors in the denominator facilitates easier choice of λt, λs, and λn.

An objective function based on L∞-norm terms (4.7) allows effective penaliza-

tion of “hot spots” in sensitive regions and of cold spots in the target. We define

such a function as follows:

λt‖(DT − θeT )‖∞ + λs‖(DS − φeS)+‖∞ + λn‖DN‖∞. (4.7)
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Combinations of the objective functions above can also be used to achieve specific

treatment goals, as we describe later in this section.

Quadratic Programming Formulation

If we use a weighted sum-of-squares objective of the form (4.6), the 3D conformal

radiation treatment planning problem is a quadratic program (QP). We slightly

modify (4.6) by including the cardinality of the sets T , S, and N explicitly in the

weighting terms. We arrive at the following QP formulation (a particular case of

(4.4)):

min
w

λt
‖DT − θeT ‖2

2

card (T )
+ λs

‖(DS − φeS)+‖2
2

card (S)
+ λn

‖DN‖2
2

card (N )

s.t.

DΩ =
∑

A∈AwADA,Ω, Ω = T ∪ S ∪ N ,

wA ≥ 0, ∀A ∈ A.

(4.8)
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By introducing variables V(i,j,k), (i, j, k) ∈ S to denote the excess dose over the

upper bound φ in the sensitive region S, we can rewrite (4.8) as follows:

min
w

λt
‖DT − θeT ‖2

2

card (T )
+ λs

‖VS‖2
2

card (S)
+ λn

‖DN‖2
2

card (N )

s.t.

DΩ =
∑

A∈AwADA,Ω, Ω = T ∪ S ∪ N ,

VS ≥ DS − φeS ,

VS ≥ 0,

wA ≥ 0, ∀A ∈ A.

(4.9)

Least-Absolute-Value Formulation: Linear Programming

The absolute-value terms in (4.5) do not penalize large violations as much as the

squared terms in (4.6). However, they allow the problem to be formulated as a

linear program. By including the cardinalities of T , S, and N in the weighting

factors of (4.5), we obtain another special case of (4.4):

min
w

λt
‖DT − θeT ‖1

card (T )
+ λs

‖(DS − φeS)+‖1

card (S)
+ λn

‖DN‖1

card (N )

s.t.

DΩ =
∑

A∈AwADA,Ω, Ω = T ∪ S ∪ N ,

wA ≥ 0, ∀A ∈ A.

(4.10)

To recast this problem as a linear program, we introduce variables V(i,j,k) for

(i, j, k) ∈ T ∪ S to represent violations from the desired doses or dose intervals on
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the PTV and the OAR. We can then write (4.10) equivalently as follows:

min
w

λt
eTT VT

card (T )
+ λs

eTSVS
card (S)

+ λn
eTNDN

card (N )

s.t.

DΩ =
∑

A∈AwADA,Ω, Ω = T ∪ S ∪ N ,

VT ≥ DT − θeT ,

VT ≥ θeT −DT ,

VS ≥ DS − φeS ,

VS ≥ 0,

wA ≥ 0, ∀A ∈ A.

(4.11)

Note that since the elements DA,(i,j,k) of the dose matrix and wA of the weight

vector are all nonnegative, the elements of the dose vectorDN are also nonnegative.

Hence, in the last term of the objective, we are justified in making the substitution

‖DN‖1 = eTNDN .

Min-Max Formulation: Linear Programming

Sometimes, it is important in radiation treatment to minimize the maximum dose

violation on organs. Min-max formulations based on (4.7) can be used for this
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purpose:

min
w

λt‖DT − θ‖∞ + λs‖(DS − φ)+‖∞ + λn‖DN‖∞

s.t.

DΩ =
∑

A∈AwADA,Ω, Ω = T ∪ S ∪ N ,

wA ≥ 0, ∀A ∈ A.

(4.12)

An LP formulation for (4.12) can be generated by introducing extra scalar vari-

ables, Vt, Vs, and Vn into the problem as follows.

min
w

λtVt + λsVs + λnVn

s.t.

DΩ =
∑

A∈AwADA,Ω, Ω = T ∪ S ∪ N ,

VteT ≥ DT − θeT ,

VteT ≥ θeT −DT ,

VseS ≥ DS − φeS ,

VneN ≥ DN ,

0 ≤ Vt, Vs, Vn,

0 ≤ wA, ∀A ∈ A.

(4.13)
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Composite Formulations

In the sections above, we introduced three possible problem formulations for the

optimization problem (4.4) based on specific treatment goals. Often, the planner’s

goals are quite specific to the case at hand. For example, the planner may wish

to keep the maximum dose violation on the target low, and also to control the

integral dose violation on the OAR and the normal tissue. These goals can be met

by defining the objective to be a weighted sum of the relevant terms. For the given

example, we would obtain the following:

min
w

λt‖DT − θeT ‖∞ + λS
‖(DS − φeS)+‖1

card (S)
+ λn

‖DN‖1

card (N )

s.t.

DΩ =
∑

A∈AwADA,Ω, Ω = T ∪ S ∪ N ,

wA ≥ 0, ∀A ∈ A.

(4.14)

Practical objective functions

In practice, voxels on the PTV that receive dose within specified limits may be

acceptable as a treatment plan. Furthermore, voxels receive below the lower dose

specification (cold spots) may get penalized more severely than hot spots on the

PTV. Therefore, we consider the following two definitions of f(D) in (4.4) as

follows:

f(D) = λt
‖(DT − θueT )+‖1 + ‖(θLeT −DT )+‖1

card (T )
(4.15)

+λs
‖(DS − φeS)+‖1

card (S)
+ λn

‖DN‖1

card (N )
,
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f(D) = λt (‖(DT − θueT )+‖∞ + ‖(θLeT −DT )+‖∞) (4.16)

+λs
‖(DS − φeS)+‖1

card (S)
+ λn

‖DN‖1

card (N )
.

In these objectives, θL is the target cold-spot control parameter. If the dosage of a

voxel in T falls below a fraction θL of θ (assumed to be 1 throughout this chapter),

a penalty term for the violation is added to the objective. Likewise, a voxel on the

PTV incurs a penalty if the dosage at the voxel exceeds θu.

It should be understood that, in all models we describe in this chapter, such a

separation of hot and cold spots is possible. However, we simplify the exposition

throughout by using a combined objective function.

Building on the beam-weight optimization formulations described above, we

now consider extended models in which beam angles and wedges are included in

the optimization problem.

4.3.2 Beam orientation optimization

In the previous section, we showed how to choose the beam weights in an optimal

fashion, given a set A of specified beam orientations. We now consider the prob-

lem of selecting a subset of at most K beam angles from a set A of candidates,

simultaneously choosing optimal weights for the selected beams. A treatment plan

involving few beams (say, 3 to 5) generally is preferable to one of similar quality

that uses more beams because it requires less time and effort to deliver in the

clinic.

We give a brief review of literature before the details of the problem formulation

are introduced. Some theoretical considerations of optimizing beam orientations
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are discussed in [8]. In general, using more beams typically produces better quality

of treatment plans. The down side, however, is that the time to treat the patients

is longer when more beams are used. Furthermore, it has been shown that, when

many beams are used, say (≥ 5), beam orientation becomes less important in the

overall optimization. [19, 22, 72]. Therefore, the goal here is to find a minimum

number of beams that satisfy the treatment goals.

The beam angles and the weights can be optimized either sequentially or si-

multaneously. Most of the earlier work in the literature uses sequential schemes

[16, 35, 56, 63, 64], in which a certain number of beam angles are fixed first, and

their weights are subsequently determined. Rowbottom et al [62] optimize both

variables simultaneously. To reduce the initial search space, a heuristic approach

to remove some beam orientations a priori is used. They use the simplex method

and simulated annealing to solve the overall optimization problem.

A different approach has been proposed by Hass et al [36]. They address a

geometrical formulation of the coplanar beam orientation problem combined with

a hybrid multi-objective genetic algorithm. The approach is demonstrated by op-

timizing the beam orientation in two dimensions, with the objectives being formu-

lated using planar geometry. Their algorithm attempts to replicate the approach

of a treatment planner whilst reducing the amount of computation required. Hy-

brid genetic search operators have been developed to improve the performance of

the genetic algorithm by exploiting problem-specific features. When the approach

is applied without constraining the number of beams, the solution produces an

indication of the minimum number of beams required.
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Problem Formulation We introduce binary variables ψA, A ∈ A, that indicate

whether or not angle A is selected to be one of the treatment beam orientations.

The value ψA = 0 indicates that angle A is not used, so the weight for this beam

must satisfy wA = 0. When ψA = 1, on the other hand, the beam from angle A

may have a positive weight. Both conditions are enforced by adding the constraint

wA ≤M ·ψA to the model, where M is a uniform upper bound on the beam weight

(discussed below in Section 4.4.1). The resulting mixed programming formulation

(4.11) is as follows:

min
w,ψ

f(D)

s.t.

DΩ =
∑

A∈A

DA,Ω · wA, Ω = {T ∪ S ∪ N}

0 ≤ wA ≤MψA, ∀A ∈ A,

∑

A∈A ψA ≤ K,

ψA ∈ {0, 1}, ∀A ∈ A.

(4.17)

4.3.3 Wedge orientation optimization

Wedges may be placed in front of a beam to deliver a nonuniform dose distribution

across the aperture. Several researchers have studied treatment planning problem

with wedge filters [23, 24, 47, 69, 91, 92]. Xing et al [91] demonstrate the use of

optimizing the beam weights for an open field and two orthogonal wedged fields.

Li et al [47] presents an optimization algorithm for the wedge orientation selection
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and the beam weights. Design of treatment plans involving wedges are discussed

in [24, 47, 69, 91, 92]. The papers [69, 91, 92] discuss selection of wedge angles;

in particular, Sherouse [69] describes a mathematical basis for selection of wedge

angle and orientation. However, it has been noted that including wedge angle

selection in the optimization makes for excessive computation time [92].

We consider four possible wedge orientations at each beam angle: “north”,

“south”, “east”, and “west”. At each angle A, we calculate dose matrices for the

beams-eye view aperture and for each of these four wedge settings, along with the

dose matrix for the no-wedge setting (the open beam), as used in the formulations

above. We use F to denote the set of wedge settings; F contains 5 elements in

our case. Extending our previous notation, the dose contribution to voxel (i, j, k)

from a beam delivered from angle A with wedge setting F is denoted by DA,F,(i,j,k),

and we use DA,F,Ω to denote the collection of doses for all (i, j, k) in some set Ω.

The weight assigned to a beam from angle A with wedge setting F is denoted by

wA,F , while the binary variable πA,F determines whether or not we use a beam

from angle A with wedge setting F in the treatment plan.

The optimization problem is to select beams and optimizing weights when

wedges are present. The new formulation is obtained not by simply replacing A by

A×F in the discussion above, since there are some additional considerations. First,

in selecting beams, we do not wish to place a limit on the total number of beams

delivered, as in Section 4.3.2, but rather on the total number of distinct angles

used. In other words, we are prepared to allow multiple beams to be delivered
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from a given angle for the same “cost” as a single beam from that angle; that is,

ψA ≥ πA,F , ∀A ∈ A, ∀F ∈ F .

This constraint models the clinical situation reasonably well, since changing the

wedge orientation takes little time relative to the time required to move the gantry

and possibly shift the patient.

The second consideration is that we do not wish to deliver two beams from

the same angle for two diametrically opposite wedge settings. We enforce this

restriction by adding the following constraints:

1 ≥ πA,north + πA,south,

1 ≥ πA,west + πA,east.

(4.18)

(4.18) limits the number of wedge orientations to be less than three in each angle

for the treatment. The resulting mixed integer programming model is now as
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follows:

min
w,ψ,π

f(D)

s.t.

DΩ =
∑

A∈A,F∈F

wA,FDA,F,Ω, Ω ∈ T ∪ S ∪ N ,

MπA,F ≥ wA,F ,

ψA ≥ πA,F ,

K ≥ ∑

A∈A ψA,

1 ≥ πA,north + πA,south,

1 ≥ πA,west + πA,east,

wA,F ≥ 0, ∀A ∈ A, ∀F ∈ F ,

ψA , πA,F ∈ {0, 1}, ∀A ∈ A, ∀F ∈ F .

(4.19)

In comparing (4.19) with (4.17), we see that the amount of data to be stored

increases by a factor of |F|. The number of binary variables also increases by

a factor of |F| + 1, although the nature of the new variables πA,F and the new

constraints is such that the complexity of the problem is increased by less than

this factor would suggest. Still, the increase in size and complexity of the integer

programming model is nontrivial. As we show in Section 4.6, it is often crucial

to use problem reduction to obtain a formulation that can be solved in reasonable

time without degrading the solution quality.

The following theorem justifies the use of (4.18):
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Theorem 4.2 A treatment plan calling for two nonzero weights for two diamet-

rically opposite wedge settings can be replaced by an equivalent plan requiring a

positive weight for an open beam along with a positive weight for one of the two

original beams.

Proof Consider the “west” and “east” wedge orientations. For beamlet (i, j),

i = 1, 2, . . . ,M , j = 1, 2, . . . , N , the attenuation factor when the west wedge is

present is given by (4.1). For the east wedge, it is as follows.

τwest
ij = τ0 +

N − j + 0.5

N
(τ1 − τ0), i = 1, 2, . . . ,M, j = 1, 2, . . . , N. (4.20)

Suppose now that we have a treatment plan in which, at some angle A, the weight

corresponding to the open beam (no wedge) is wA,open ≥ 0, while the weights

corresponding to the west and east beams are wA,west > 0 and wA,east > 0,

respectively. Suppose for the moment that wA,west ≥ wA,east. The contribution

of these three weights to the total intensity delivered by beamlet (i, j) is then

wA,east

[

τ0 +
N − j + 0.5

N
(τ1 − τ0)

]

+ wA,west

[

τ0 +
j − 0.5

N
(τ1 − τ0)

]

+ wA,open

which is equal to

(wA,west − wA,east)

[

τ0 +
j − 0.5

N
(τ1 − τ0)

]

+ (wA,open + wA,east(τ1 − τ0)).

Hence, the same beamlet intensity could be delivered at every (i, j) pair by using

weight wA,open +wA,east(τ1 − τ0) for the open beam, (wA,west − wA,east) for the

west wedge, and 0 for the east wedge. Similarly, for the case of wA,west ≤ wA,east,
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we achieve identical beamlet intensities by using weight wA,open+wA,west(τ1−τ0)

for the open beam, 0 for the west wedge, and (wA,east−wA,west) for the east wedge.

Therefore when there are positive beam weights for two diametrically opposed

wedge orientations, we can obtain an equivalent treatment plan by zeroing the

smaller of the two weights, and adjusting the weights on the open beam and on

the remaining wedge orientation 2

4.3.4 Other solution approaches in the literature

There are many other ways for solving radiation treatment planning optimization

problems. We give a brief review of a few approaches frequently appearing in the

literature.

Simulated Annealing Webb [81] applies simulated annealing approach on two

dimensional problem. First, ideal profiles and relative weights are computed for

8 to 128 beams. Each beam is subdivided into 64 beamlets. A desired dose

distribution is obtained by assigning to each pixel within the patient a dose value

equal to the prescribed dose value for the organ containing that pixel. Then a cost

function to be minimized is defined as the root mean square difference between

the computed dose distribution and the desired dose distribution. The ideal beams

are grown by adding a grain of beam weight to a randomly selected beamlet at

each iteration. Grain size is kept constant for about the first one million iterations.

The size then is decreased linearly until a preset number of iterations are reached.

Three-dimensional problems are addressed in [62, 82, 83, 84].

The strength of this approach is that simulated annealing has no limit on
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the mathematical form of the cost function. The weakness is that the treatment

planning time is rather long.

Gradient Projection Method Gradient projection [21, 45] is an iterative tech-

nique for improving a previously defined solution. At each iteration, values of the

decision variables are adjusted based on the derivatives of the objective function

with respect to those variables. Derivatives may be obtained numerically or an-

alytically. The strength of this method is that optimization function can be any

form if numerical derivatives are use. The weakness is that it does not guarantee

a global optimization. The computation time can be very long also.

Score function approach Score functions [59, 66] are typically nonlinear and

nonanalytic functions that assign a single numerical value to a treatment plan.

They can be used to evaluate and compare different plans. Score functions are

evaluated for all combinations of predefined values of some set of decision variables.

The set of values that yields the best score function is selected to be the best plan.

The strength of this approach is the generality of the evaluation criteria. But the

weakness is that the exhaustive search technique becomes very time consuming as

the number of discrete variables increases.

Alternative approaches Alternative approaches [2, 14, 15] to the mathemat-

ical techniques have been proposed: AMS (Agmon, Motzkin , Schoenber) and

Cimmino algorithms. Their preference for the alternative approach is due to the

difficulties inherent in mathematically defining the ideal treatment plan. A feasi-

ble solution is obtained rather than an optimum solution to treatment planning.
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With an initial solution using 18 or more beams, the number of beams are reduced

by eliminating ones with small relative weights. This process is repeated until a

feasible solution is found. The Cimmino algorithm has the advantage in that it

allows priorities to be assigned to the tumor and normal structures to reflect the

relative importance assigned to each by the physician. A strength of the feasible

solution search algorithm is that when no solutions exist to the optimization prob-

lem, it finds an approximated solution. The weakness is that it ignores an optimal

solution.

4.4 Reducing the Solution Time

The formulation (4.19) includes beam angles, weights, and wedges as variables in

the formulation. It involves a large amount of data—the beam shapes and dose

matrices must be computed for each beam angle and wedge orientation—along

with many discrete variables, and so is time-consuming to set up and solve. In

this section, we describe a number of techniques for reducing the solution time.

First, we show how to choose a reasonable value of M in the formulations (4.19),

(4.17). (This choice is important in practice, as an excessively large value of M

can lead to a significant increase in run time.) Second, we show how normal-tissue

voxels in the treatment region some distance away from the target region can

be merged, thereby reducing the number of variables without sacrificing solution

quality. Third, we describe a scheme for solving a lower-resolution problem to

identify the most promising beam angles, then consider only these angles in solving

the full-resolution problem.
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4.4.1 Computing tight upper bounds on the beam weights

The formulation (4.19) requires an upper bound M on the beam weights wA,F

which is not known a priori. If M is too small, the optimization problem can

be infeasible or produce a suboptimal result. On the other hand, if the value

is too large (usually the case), the algorithm can be considerably slower. A key

preprocessing technique to overcome this problem is to use tight bounds on the

decision variables [57].

Let ρA be the maximum dose deliverable to the target by a beam angle A with

a unit beam intensity. Since the open beam delivers more radiation to a voxel (per

unit beam weight) than any wedged beam, we have

ρA := max
F∈F , (i,j,k)∈T

DA,F,(i,j,k)

= max
(i,j,k)∈T

DA,(i,j,k), A = 1, 2, · · · , |A|,
(4.21)

where, as before, DA,(i,j,k) denotes the dose delivered to voxel (i, j, k) from a unit

weight of the open beam at angle A. In Section 4.2, we defined a constant τ1 ∈ [0, 1]

as the largest radiation transmission factor by a wedge filter. Using this definition,

we have for a given angle A that the maximum dose deliverable to a target voxel

using wedge filters is

ρA



wA,0 + τ1
∑

F∈F\{0}

wA,F



 , (4.22)

where 0 ∈ F denotes the open beam.

Suppose now that we modify the model in (4.19) to include explicit control of

“hot spots” by introducing an upper bound u on the dose allowed in any target
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voxel. That is, we assume that the constraint

DT ≤ ueT (4.23)

is added to (4.19). (Such a constraint may also be added to the other models of

Section 4.3.) By combining (4.23) with (4.22), we deduce that

wA,0 + τ1
∑

F∈F\{0}

wA,F ≤ u

ρA
, ∀A ∈ A.

We can therefore use this constraint to bound wA,F for F ∈ F , provided the angle

A is selected. If the angle A is not selected, of course, we must enforce wA,F = 0

for all F ∈ F . We can accomplish these goals by replacing the somewhat arbitrary

bound in (4.19):

MπA,F ≥ wA,F

by

wA,0 + τ1
∑

F∈F\{0}

wA,F ≤
(

u

ρA

)

ψA, ∀A ∈ A, (4.24)

where ψA is the binary variable that indicates whether or not the angleA is selected.

Our modification of (4.19) that includes “hot spot” control and the bound (4.24)
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is therefore as follows:

min
w,ψ,π

f(D)

s.t.

DΩ =
∑

A∈A,F∈F

wA,FDA,F,Ω, Ω ∈ T ∪ S ∪ N ,

ψA ≥ πA,F ,

u
ρA

ψA ≥ wA,0 + τ1
∑

F∈F\0

wA,F

K ≥ ∑

A∈A ψA,

1 ≥ πA,north + πA,south,

1 ≥ πA,west + πA,east,

wA,F ≥ 0, ∀A ∈ A, ∀F ∈ F ,

ψA , πA,F ∈ {0, 1}, ∀A ∈ A ,∀F ∈ F .

(4.25)

Note that if we also impose an upper bound on dose level to normal-tissue voxels,

we can derive additional bounds on the beam weights using the same approach as

is used for the target voxels above.

However, without a constraint on number of wedges being used, we can further
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simplify (4.25) as follows:

min
w,ψ

f(D)

s.t.

DΩ =
∑

A∈A,F∈F

wA,FDA,F,Ω, Ω ∈ T ∪ S ∪ N ,

u
ρA

ψA ≥ wA,0 + τ1
∑

F∈F\0

wA,F

K ≥ ∑

A∈A ψA,

wA,F ≥ 0, ∀A ∈ A, ∀F ∈ F ,

ψA ∈ {0, 1}, ∀A ∈ A ,∀F ∈ F ,

(4.26)

Post-processing can be used in the cases where

{wA,south > 0 and wA,north > 0 } or {wA,west > 0 and wA,east > 0},

to avoid a treatment plan that calls for two nonzero weights for two diametrically

opposite wedge settings as discussed in Theorem 4.2.

4.4.2 Reducing resolution in the normal tissue

The main focus in solving the optimization problem is to deliver enough dose to

the target while avoiding organs at risk as much as possible. Therefore, the dosage

to normal regions that are some distance away from the PTV does not need to be

resolved to high precision. It suffices to compute the dose only on a representative

subset of these normal-region voxels, and use this subset to enforce constraints and

to formulate their contribution to the objective.
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Given some parameter ∆, we define a neighborhood of the PTV as follows:

R∆(T ) := {(i, j, k) ∈ N | dist ((i, j, k), T ) ≤ ∆, } ,

where dist ((i, j, k), T ) denotes the Euclidean distance of the center of the voxel

(i, j, k) to the target set. We also define a reduced version N1 of the normal region,

consisting only of the voxels (i, j, k) for which i, j, and k are all even; that is:

N1 := {(i, j, k) ∈ N | mod (i, 2) = mod (j, 2) = mod (k, 2) = 0} .

Finally, we include in the optimization problem only those voxels that are close

to the target, or that lie in an OAR; or that lie in the reduced normal region.

Formally, we consider voxels (i, j, k) with

(i, j, k) ∈ T ∪ S ∪R∆(T ) ∪N1.

Since each of the voxels (i, j, k) ∈ N1 effectively represents seven neighboring

voxels, the weights applied to the terms for the voxels (i, j, k) ∈ N1 in the L1 and

sum-of-squares objective functions ((4.5) and (4.6), respectively) are increased. In

effect, the objective quantity
‖DN‖1

card (N )
is smaller than

‖DN1∪R∆(T )‖1

card (N1 ∪R∆(T ))
. If this

is an issue, it is possible to replace the latter by

‖DR∆(T )‖1 + ‖DN1
‖1

(

card(N\R∆(T ))
card(N1)

)

card (N )

in the objective function.

4.4.3 A three-phase approach

We now discuss an approach in which rather than attacking the full-scale opti-

mization problem directly, we “ramp up” to the solution via a sequence of models.
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Each model in the sequence is easier to solve than the next model, and the solution

of each provides a good starting point for the next model. The models differ from

each other in the selection of voxels included in the formulation, and in the number

of beam angles allowed. The idea is to include only voxels that are significant, in

the sense that they affect the solution, and to identify interesting beam angles,

discarding those that are unlikely to appear in the solution of the full problem.

One simple approach for removing unpromising beam angles is to remove from

consideration those that pass directly through any sensitive structure [62]. A more

elaborate approach [59] introduces a score function for each candidate angle, based

on the ability of that angle to deliver a high dose to the target without exceeding

the prescribed dose tolerance to OAR or to normal tissue located along its path.

Only beam angles with the best scores are included in the model.

These heuristics can reduce solution time appreciably, but their effect on the

quality of the final solution cannot be determined a priori. We propose instead

the following incremental modeling scheme, which obtains a near-optimal solu-

tion within a small fraction of the time required to solve the original formulation

directly. Our scheme proceeds by three phases.

Phase 1: Data Point Reduction. Our aim in this phase is to construct a

subset of voxels that are significant for the optimization problem (4.19). A similar

technique is applicable to (4.25) and (4.26). Let S1 ⊂ S be a small subset of voxels

of organs at risk, N1 ⊂ N be the subset of voxels of the normal tissue defined in

Section 4.4.2. Note that the way of constructing S1 is similar to that of N1. We

solve (4.19) with the set Ω1 = T ∪ S1 ∪ N1 replacing Ω, and a value K1 replacing
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the limit K on the number of angles, where K1 > K. The resulting model is

smaller than the original formulation (4.19) with many more feasible solutions

because we allow more beam angles to be used. It can therefore be solved in a

considerably shorter time since it is typically the feasibility enforcement that takes

computational time.

Phase 2: Selection of Promising Beam Angles. In the next phase, we

augment the set of significant voxels in the OAR. Using the solution w∗ of Phase

I, dose on the OAR is calculated as follows:

DS =
∑

A∈A,F∈F

w∗
A,FDA,F,S .

Voxels whose dose in the subsequent models is likely to be higher than the hot-spot

control parameter φ are included by setting

S2 = {(i, j, k) ∈ S | D(i,j,k) ≥ γ · φ},

for some parameter γ ∈ (0, 1]. (The subset N1 of normal voxels is not updated

at this stage; our experience showed that the effect of augmenting this set was

negligible.) We define the set of voxels for Phase 2 as Ω2 = Ω1 ∪ S2, and choose

the number of allowable angles to be K2, where K1 ≥ K2 ≥ K. We now replace

Ω by Ω2 and K by K2 in (4.19) and re-solve. We denote by A2 the set of optimal

beam angles chosen in the second solve (where A2 ⊂ A).

Phase 3: Final Approximation. In the final phase, we replace Ω by Ω2 and

A by A2 in (4.19). We have assumed that in replacing the set A by the (typically

much smaller) set A2, we have not omitted any angles that would have appeared
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in the solution of the full-scale model. (If we are correct, we sacrifice nothing in

solution quality.) The final approximation typically takes much less time to solve

than the full-scale model, both because of the smaller amount of data (due to fewer

voxels and fewer beam angles) and fewer binary variables.

We have found that this three-phase scheme reduces the total time required to

compute the treatment plan considerably. Although it will not in general produce

the same solution as the original full-scale model (4.19), we have found the quality

of its approximate solution to be very close to optimal. Computational experience

with this approach is given in Section 4.6.

4.5 Techniques for DVH control

Dose-volume histograms (DVH) are a compact way of representing dose distribu-

tion information for subsets of the treatment region. By placing simple constraints

on the shape of the DVH for a particular region, radiation oncologists can exercise

control over fundamental aspects of the treatment plan. For instance, the oncolo-

gist often is willing to sacrifice some specified portion of a sensitive structure (such

as the lung) in order to provide an adequate probability of tumor control, when

the sensitive structure lies near the tumor. This aim can be realized by requiring

that at least a specified percentage of the sensitive structure must receive a dose

less than a specified level. DVH constraints can also be used to control uniformity

of the dose to the target, and to avoid cold spots (regions of underdose). For ex-

ample, the planner may require all voxels in the target volume to receive doses of

between 95% and 107% of the prescribed dose (θ).
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DVH constraints that require some fraction of voxels in a region to receive less

than a given dose, without specifying which individual voxels must satisfy this

requirement, cannot be implemented in a straightforward way using traditional

optimization formulations. However, by manipulating the objective function, we

can set up and solve a sequence of problems that leads to a satisfactory approximate

solution. We describe these techniques with reference to the formulation (4.17).

The results are equally valid for (4.19), but the computational requirements are of

course higher.

There are three typical requirements for the radiation treatment: homogeneity,

conformity, and avoidance as discussed in Chapter 1. In our formulations, homo-

geneity is controlled by the DVH control parameters θL and θu (θL ≤ 1 ≤ θu),

which specify the lower and upper bounds on the dose to target voxels. (If the

prescribed dose to the voxels in T is θ, then we wish to deliver at least θL · θ and

at most θu · θ to each voxel.) The conformity constraints, which require that the

dose to the normal tissue is as small as possible, can be controlled by the penalty

parameter on the normal-tissue voxels in the objective function. As we increase the

value of λn, it typically reduces the integral dose on the normal tissue. The avoid-

ance constraints, which require the dose to be below certain thresholds on at least

some fraction of the sensitive structure, can be implemented by including terms in

the objective that involve the OAR voxels and a hot-spot control parameter φ.

One might argue that the homogeneity and avoidance requirements can be

controlled by adding hard constraints to the optimization model. However, the

optimization problem might not be able to find a feasible solution with hard con-

straints. Even when it is possible to obtain a solution with a hard-constraint
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formulation, the solutions are typically too homogeneous, and physicians prefer

the ability to relax or tighten the constraints using parametrized terms in the ob-

jective to achieve a specific treatment goal. We describe ways of controlling DVH

on organs, and show results based on a clinical case in the following subsections.

4.5.1 Effects of different objective functions

We introduced different types of objective functions in Section 4.3.1; see in partic-

ular (4.5), (4.6), (4.7), (4.15), and (4.16). One can use infinity-norm penalty terms

in the objective function to control hot and cold spots in the treatment region,

while L1-norm penalty terms are useful for controlling the integral dose over a

region.

Here we illustrate the effectiveness of using both types of terms in the objective,

by comparing results obtained from an objective with only L1 terms, with results

for an objective with both L1 and infinity-norm terms. We use the typical values

θL = 0.95, θu = 1.07, φ = 0.2, and K = 4 in this experiment. As can be

expected, Figure 20 shows that (4.16) has better control on the PTV; the infinity-

norm terms yielded a stricter enforcement of the constraints on the PTV. The two

objective functions can produce a similar solution if the values of λt’s are chosen

appropriately. However, the choice of such values is not intuitive. We believe that

it is easier to choose the value of λt for the L∞ penalty, and use these values in the

sequel. We note that on the normal and OAR regions, the difference in quality of

the solutions obtained from these two alternative objectives was insignificant.
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4.5.2 DVH control on the PTV

Because of our experience reported in Section 4.5.1, we consider the optimization

problem (4.17) with objective function f(D) defined by (4.16).

Modelers usually are advised to update the weights (λt, λs, λn) to achieve DVH

control on the PTV. However, based on extensive numerical experiments, we be-

lieve that this is a less effective way to provide DVH control. We suggest fixing

(λt, λs, λn) at appropriate value, say 1, and updating them only for fine tuning of

a solution.

Our aim in controlling DVH on the PTV is to attain homogeneity of the dose

on T without significant loss of quality in the dose profile for the normal region and

OAR (that is, without significant change to the DVH plots for these regions). As

discussed above, the key parameters used to achieve this goal in (4.16) are θu and

θL, which define the desired maximum and minimum fractions of the prescribed

dose that the planner wishes to deliver to the target voxels. In this experiment,

we fix θu = 1.07, and try the values 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 0.94 for the lower-bound fraction

θL. Figure 21 shows four DVH plots based on the four different values of θL. For

each value, we observe that in fact 100% of the target volume receives more that

the desired lower bound θL. In other words, we manage to avoid completely cold

spots in the PTV in this example. We may expect that larger values of θL (which

lead us to confine the target dose to a tighter range) will result in a less attractive

solution in the OAR and the normal tissue. However, as can be seen in Figure 21,

the loss of treatment quality is not significant. We conclude that this technique

for implementing homogeneity constraints is effective.
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Figure 21: DVH plots: DVH control on the PTV
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4.5.3 DVH control on the OAR

The objective (4.16) also contains terms that penalize the integral of the dose

violation over the OAR and normal regions. Here, we show that the dose to the

OAR can be controlled by means of the parameter φ, assuming that the weights

λt, λs, and λn have been fixed appropriately. If our goal is for voxels in the OAR to

receive a dose of at most β, where β ∈ (0, 1), we set φ = β in (4.16). Figure 22(a)

illustrates the effect of changing values of φ on DVH of the OAR. When φ is set

to 0.5, most of the OAR receives dose less than 50% of the prescribed target dose.

Similar results hold for the values 0.2 and 0.1, though constraint is not as “hard”

in these cases. (For φ = 0.1, about 20% of the OAR receives more than 10% of

the prescribed dose, but only about 5% receives more than 20% of the prescribed

dose.) As expected, the costs of achieving better control on the OAR is the loss of

treatment quality on the PTV and the normal tissue. However, Figure 22 shows

that there is little sacrifice in treatment quality.

4.5.4 Remarks

We conclude this section with several remarks.

1. If our goal is to control hot spots in the OAR rather than the integral dose,

we could replace the term ‖(DS − φeS)+‖1 in the objective (4.16) by its

infinity-norm analogue ‖(DS − φeS)+‖∞.

2. In applying the three-phase approach of Section 4.4.3 to the objective func-

tion (4.16), we can update φ on a per-organ basis and re-solve the optimiza-

tion problem if the DVH requirement for the OAR is not satisfied at the end
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of Phase 3.

3. There can be some conflict between the goals of controlling DVH on target

and non-target regions. Ideally, all target voxels should receive the exact

prescription dose θ, while the non-target region should receive zero dose. In

practice, this is not possible, as the target is always adjacent either to normal

tissue or sensitive structures. Therefore, we need to reach a compromise

based on the the relative priorities of meeting the prescription on the target

and avoiding excessive dose to the OAR and normal tissues. If the PTV dose

control is most important, as is usually the case, the control parameters θL,

θu, φ should be chosen with (θu−θL) small and φ as a fairly large (but smaller

than 1) fraction of θ. However, if the OAR dose control is most important,

a smaller value of φ can be used in conjunction with L1-norm penalties for

the OAR terms in the objective. In addition, a larger value of (θu − θL) is

appropriate in this case.

4.6 Application to Clinical Data

In this section, we use two sets of clinical data to explain how to use our model to

achieve treatment planning goals.
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4.6.1 Solution time reduction

The specific optimization model considered in this section is as follows:

min
w,ψ

λt (‖(DT − θueT )+‖∞ + ‖(θLeT −DT )+‖∞)

+λs
‖(DS − φeS)+‖1

card (S)
+ λn

‖DN‖1

card (N )

s.t.

DΩ =
∑

A∈A

DA,Ω · wA, Ω = T ∪ S ∪ N ,

DT ≤ u,

0 ≤ wA ≤MψA, ∀A ∈ A,

∑

A∈A

ψA ≤ K,

ψA ∈ {0, 1}, ∀A ∈ A.

(4.27)

Note that we have introduced hard upper bound constraints on the target DT ≤

u (where u typically is somewhat larger than θu). We fix some of the control

parameters in the optimization model (4.27) throughout the experiments: θL =

0.95, θu = 1.07, φ = 0.2, K = 4, λt = λs = λn = 1, u = 1.15, γ = 0.95, and

|A| = 36. In fact, the set of angles A consists of angles equally spaced by 10◦ in a

full 360◦ circumference.

We attempt to solve (4.27) using the full set of voxels. Note that the optimality

criterion is set such that the solution process terminates with the relative error of

the objective value being less than or equal to 1%. Figure 23 shows changes of

upper and lower bounds of the objective values as the iteration number increases.
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Table 4: Comparisons among different solution schemes.

I II III IV

Approach Single Solve Single Solve Reduced Model Three-Phase

Bound (M) 2 u/ρA u/ρA u/ρA

Final Objective 0.0342 0.0342 0.0342 0.0348

Time (hours) 112.3 93.5 29.9 3.3

Time saved(%) - 16.8 73.3 97.0

We notice that a large number of iterations are used to slightly improve the feasible

solution found at iteration 2.2 × 106. We also notice that the lower bound of the

objective value increases slowly. We addressed techniques to overcome these prob-

lems in Section 4.4. Effects of using the techniques are discussed in the following

paragraph.

Table 4 summarizes results of four different experiments using a data set from

a patient with pancreatic cancer. Column I shows the results obtained by solving

(4.27) directly, with M set to 2. In column II, we use the tight bound (4.24) on

wA, specialized to the case in which no wedges are used. That is, we replace the

constraint wA ≤ MψA in (4.27) by wA ≤ (u/ρA)ψA. (This tighter bound is also

used in columns III and IV.) Column III shows the solution time for the reduced-

voxel version of the problem discussed in Section 4.4.2. Finally, column IV shows

results obtained with the three-phase approach of Section 4.4.3. Here we used

parameter values K1 = 8 and K2 = 6, allowing 8 angles to be selected in the first

phase and 6 in the second phase. Note that the objective values were calculated

on the full set of voxels for the comparison.
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Table 4 shows that the final objective values obtained from the first three

schemes were the same, to at least three significant digits, while the final objective

attained by the three-phase approach was very slightly suboptimal (less than 2%

greater). The next rows in Table 4 show the CPU times required (in hours) for each

of the four experiments, and the savings in comparison with the time in column

I. By comparing columns I and II, we see that a modest reduction was obtained

by using the tighter bound. Column III shows that more significant savings were

obtained, with essentially no degradation in the quality of the solution plan, by

using a reduced model. The full problem contains 1244 voxels in the PTV, 69270

voxels in the OAR, and 747667 voxels in the normal region, while the reduced

model has 1244 voxels in the PTV, 14973 voxels in the OAR, and 96154 voxels in

the normal tissue. The reduction in computing time was over 73%. Column IV

shows that the use of the three-phase scheme resulted in a savings of 97% over the

direct solution scheme, again with little effect on the quality of the solution.

Note that, if the solution time is very important, we could relax the cold-

spot and hot-spot control parameter values on the PTV. Relaxing these parameter

values typically speeds up the the solution time.

We believe our iterative technique is equally effective in the general case in

which wedges are included in the formulation. Hence, our subsequent computations

used the iterative scheme with wedges.
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Figure 24: Dose Volume Histogram: effect of wedges with 3 beam angles

4.6.2 The effect of using wedges on DVH

In general, the use of wedges gives more flexibility in achieving adequate coverage

of the tumor volume while sparing normal tissues. To show the effect of wedges,

we test our optimization models on a different set of data, from a prostate cancer

patient. Figure 24 shows DVH graphs obtained for a treatment plan using wedges

(4.25) and one using no wedges (4.27). Three beam angles, K = 3, are used in

both cases. As can be seen in Figure 24(a), a significant improvement on DVH on

the OAR is achieved by adding wedges. In Figure 24(b), we see that there is also

a slight improvement in the DVH for the PTV. The line is closer to the prescribed

dose level of one when wedges are used. The DVH on the normal tissue, however,

does not show much difference between the wedges and no-wedges cases.
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4.6.3 A Clinical case study - Pancreas

We now apply the full optimization approach (including DVH controls and wedges)

to a pancreatic tumor. This case is made particularly difficult by the close prox-

imity to the PTV of several sensitive structures, including the spinal cord, liver,

left kidney, and right kidney. The set A contains 36 equispaced candidate beam

angles. Wedges are also used for the beam angles. The goals of the treatment plan

are as follows:

1. Choose four beam angles for the treatment.

2. As the first priority, the target volume should receive dose between 95% and

107% of the presribed dose.

3. 90% of each organ-at-risk should receive less than 20% of the target pre-

scribed dose level.

4. The integral dose delivered to the normal tissue should be minimized.

To achieve these goals, we set DVH control parameters as follows:

θ = 1.0, θL = 0.95, θu = 1.07, K1 = K2 = 8, K = 4, γ = 0.95, and

φi = 0.2, i ∈ {spinal cord, liver, left kidney, right kidney}.

Figure 25 shows DVH plots of this experiment. Note first that the homogeneity

constraints are satisfied for the PTV: every voxel in the target volume receives 95%

and 107% of the prescribed dose. It is also clear that approximately 90% of each

sensitive structure receives at most 20% of the target prescribed dose, as specified;

the DVH plot for each sensitive structure passes very close to the point (0.2, 0.1)

that corresponds to the aforementioned treatment goal.
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(a) Axial (b) Sagittal

Figure 26: Isodose Plots: four lines represent 20%, 50%, 80%, and 95% isodose
lines; the 20% line is outermost.

Figure 26 shows isodose lines on the CT slices. The target (tumor) is outlined

within four isodose lines. The outermost line is 20% isodose line, which encloses

a region in which the voxels receive a dose of 20% of the target prescribed dose

level. Moving inwards towards the target, we see 50%, 80%, and 95% isodose lines.

Figure 26(a) shows an axial slice. The kidneys are outlined as two circles right

below the target. As can be seen, the target lies well inside the 95% isodose line,

while the dose to the organs at risk remains reasonable. Figure 26(b) shows a

sagittal view of the target with those four iso-dose lines also.

All computations in this chapter were performed on Pentium 4 1.8 GHz machine

running on Linux. All optimization problems were modeled in the GAMS modeling

language [12]. We use CPLEX 7.1 as LP and MIP solver, and MINOS 5.5 for QP

solver.
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4.7 Summary

We have developed an optimization framework for 3D conformal radiotherapy. The

key features of our methodology are as follows:

1. Simultaneous optimization of three key parameters (beam angles, wedge ori-

entation, and beam weight);

2. Fast delivery of the treatment plan; and

3. Capability of controlling DVH on organs implicitly depending on the specific

treatment goal of the planner.

The optimization problems were formulated as mixed integer linear program-

ming and quadratic programming problems. We presented different objective func-

tion formulations for different treatment goals. Since the data set required by the

obvious optimization formulations was very large, techniques were introduced to

reduce the data requirements and the complexity of the problem. Specifically, we

introduced tighter a priori bounds on the beam weights, reduction of the num-

ber of voxels to be considered in the optimization, and a three-phase scheme in

which a sequence of progressively more realistic optimization models is solved to

obtain an approximate solution. Using all these techniques, we demonstrated a

97% improvement in computational time over direct solution of the full-resolution

problem on a clinical data set.
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Chapter 5

Optimization Tools and

Environments for Radiation

Treatment Planning

The optimization of radiation treatment for cancer has become an active research

topic in recent years [6, 7, 8, 17, 39, 40, 75, 85, 89]. Many types of cancer are

treated by applying radiation from external sources, firing beams into a patient

from a number of different angles in such a way that the targeted tumor lies

at the intersection of these beams. The increasing sophistication of treatment

devices—the aperture through which the beams pass can take on a variety of

shapes, multiples apertures can be delivered for each beam angle, and wedges

can be used to vary the radiation intensity across the beam—allows delivery of

complex and sophisticated treatment plans, achieving a specified dose to the target

area while sparing surrounding tissue and nearby critical structures. Optimization

techniques are proving to be useful in the design of such plans.

This chapter describes automated treatment planning tools and environments

for radiation treatment. The original data for the problem contains the dose dis-

tribution information. It consists of the radiation deposited by the beam into each
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of the small three-dimensional regions (“voxels”) into which the treatment area

is divided. We divide the beam from each direction into a rectangular array of

pencil beams, or beamlets, calculating the dose matrix independently for each, as

described in Section 5.1.2. The beamlet dose matrices are used to identify the

BEV, and the aggregate dose matrix for the BEV aperture is obtained by simply

adding the contributions from the does matrices for the beamlets that make up

the BEV.

The second important component of the data is specification of the tumor

region and critical structures. Three-dimensional organ geometries are outlined by

a physician on a set of CT or MRI images. The physician labels some of the voxels

as PTV (for “Planning Target Volume,” the tumor region) and others as OAR

(for “Organ At Risk,” also known as “sensitive structure” or “critical structure”).

Finally, the desired or required dose information for each region is specified by the

user.

Optimization software is developed to aid radiation treatment planning as fol-

lows. First, a MATLAB routine generates appropriate dose matrices based on the

beam’s-eye-view approach. A variety of GAMS optimization models for the beam

angles, beam weights, and wedge orientations are provided to optimize the treat-

ment plans. Often optimal values of the radiation treatment planning optimization

models do not provide sufficient information to judge whether the treatment plans

are clinically acceptable or not. Therefore, people in practice rely on other types of

measures such as dose volume histogram (DVH) as well as visual aids. A MATLAB

routine is provided to examine the quality of treatment plans.

Some optimization modelers may have interest in creating unique shapes of
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organs to tune their models. But, it is often not easy to obtain such organ struc-

tures. To meet this need, we provide a MATLAB routine to create simulated organ

structures.

5.1 Beam Aperture Generation and Multileaf Col-

limator Specification

5.1.1 A literature review on beam aperture generation

Beam’s-eye-view (BEV) has been widely used in computerized radiation treat-

ment planning [11, 16, 19, 34, 52, 56]. Goitein [34] presents a three-dimensional

treatment planning program using BEV. The paper [52] integrates the BEV into

computerized treatment planning. Their contribution enables beam’s-eye-view

graphics to be mixed with gray-scale images such as simulator and verification

radiographs, and digital reconstructed radiographs. This is an early work where

BEV is used to calculate three-dimensional dose distribution. To speed up the

generation of beam aperture, Brewster et al [11] present a method that generates

beam aperture for computer-aided optimization of radiation therapy. The notion

of target-eye-view (TEV) map is discussed in [19]. In TEV, both the target and

the organs-at-risk are considered. This can visually help planners to choose which

beam angles should be avoided a priori.
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5.1.2 Beam’s-eye-view and dose matrices

A multileaf collimator located inside the head of the linear accelerator is used

to shape the beam of radiation generated by the linear accelerator [34, 84]. To

calculate the radiation dosages that can be delivered by a beam applied from a

given angle, the rectangular aperture obtained by opening the collimator as widely

as possible is divided into rectangular subfields arranged in a regular M × N

rectangular pattern, as shown in Figure 27. Each of the subfields is called a

pencil beam or beamlet. M represents the number of leaf pairs in the multileaf

collimator, while N represents the number of possible settings we allow for each

leaf. We identify each beamlet by the index pair (i, j), where i = 1, 2, . . . ,M and

j = 1, 2, . . . , N . In our work, the leaves of the multileaf collimator are 1 cm wide,

and a pencil beam is assigned a length of 0.5 cm. Thus, for a 10 cm by 10 cm field,

we would use M = 10 and N = 20, giving a total of 200 beamlets.

A separate three-dimensional dose distribution is computed for each pencil

beam. The dose distribution matrix for each pencil beam from each angle is

calculated using a Monte Carlo technique, which simulates the track of individual

radiation particles, for a large number of particles. A unit-intensity, non-wedged

beam is assumed for the purposes of these calculations.

In conformal radiotherapy, the shape of each beam is set to match the beam’s-

eye view (BEV) of the tumor volume, which is essentially the projection of the

three-dimensional shape of the tumor onto the plane of the multileaf collimator.

One technique for determining the BEV is to employ a ray-tracing algorithm from

the radiation source to the tumor volume, setting the beam’s-eye view to include
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Figure 27: Division of Aperture into Pencil Beams (shaded area represents one
beamlet)

Figure 28: An example of Beam’s-eye-view
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all of the rays that pass through the tumor volume. We use an alternative approach

based on the dose matrices of the pencil beams. We include in the BEV all pencil

beams whose field of significant dose intersects with the target region. To be

specific, given a threshold value T , we include a pencil beam in the BEV if its dose

delivered to at least one voxel within the target region is at least T% of the dose

delivered by that pencil beam to any voxel. Figure 28 shows an example of a BEV.

Implementation of a BEV by a multileaf collimator is shown in Figure 28(b).

Once the BEV from a particular angle has been chosen, we can construct the

dose matrix for the BEV aperture by simply summing the dose matrices of all the

pencil beams that make up the BEV.

The choice of threshold parameter T is critical. If the value of T used in the

determining the BEV is too small, the BEV overestimates the target, producing

an aperture that irradiates not only the target but also nearby normal tissue and

organs at risk. On the other hand, if the value of T is too large, the BEV under-

estimates the target, and the optimizer might not be able to find a solution that

adequately delivers radiation dose within the required range to all parts of the

target. The best value of T to use depends somewhat on the shape of the tumor.

We choose T as the minimum value such that the resulting BEVs provide a com-

plete 3D coverage of the target from all beam angles considered in the problem.

Based on our experiments, a value of T of between 10% and 15% appears to be

appropriate.
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5.2 Optimization Models

A variety of optimization models are provided to users. Although they are de-

scribed more fully in Chapter 4, we give a few examples of optimization models that

are available in GAMS files on our website http://www.cs.wisc.edu/ f̃erris/3dcrt/.

All definitions of variables are therefore given in Chapter 4.

5.2.1 Beam weight optimization

Linear Programming Linear programming (LP) is a powerful mathematical

tool for radiation treatment planning optimization. It has been used to improve

conventional treatment planing techniques [1, 43, 53, 61, 67]. The strength of LP

is its ability to control hot and cold spots or integral dose on the organs, and the

presence of many state-of-the-art LP solvers. There are two weaknesses of LP in a

practical sense. The first is that LP fails to approximate a solution when a solution

does not exist. The second weakness is that clinically desirable objective functions

sometimes may not be well approximated by linear functions.

An example of LP:

min
w

λt‖DT − θeT ‖∞ + λs
‖(DS − φeS)+‖1

card (S)
+ λn

‖DN‖1

card (N )

s.t. D(i,j,k) =
∑

A∈A wADA,(i,j,k), ∀(i, j, k) ∈ T ∪ S ∪ N ,

0 ≤ wA ≤ u
ρA

ψA, ∀A ∈ A.

(5.1)

Quadratic Programming One difference between linear programming (LP)

and quadratic programming (QP) is in the objective function formulation: LP
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uses a linear objective function, while QP uses a quadratic objective function.

Most of the works in the literature try to minimize the sum of the deviation of the

dose of voxels to the prescribed dose [17, 60, 67, 73].

A QP example:

min
w

λt
‖DT − θeT ‖2

2

card (T )
+ λs

‖(DS − φeS)+‖2
2

card (S)
+ λn

‖DN‖2
2

card (N )

s.t. DΩ =
∑

A∈AwADA,Ω, Ω = T ∪ S ∪ N ,

0 ≤ wA ≤ u
ρA

ψA, ∀A ∈ A.

(5.2)

5.2.2 Beam angle selection and weight optimization

Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) is a straight-forward technique for selecting

beams angles among many candidates. The weakness, however, is its long run-

time.

An example of MIP:

min
w,ψ

λt‖DT − θeT ‖∞ + λs
‖(DS − φeS)+‖1

card (S)
+ λn

‖DN‖1

card (N )

s.t. DΩ =
∑

A∈A

DA,Ω · wA, Ω = {T ∪ S ∪ N}

0 ≤ wA ≤ u
ρA

ψA, ∀A ∈ A,

∑

A∈A ψA ≤ K,

ψA ∈ {0, 1}, ∀A ∈ A.

(5.3)
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Note that (5.3) can also be used to optimize only beam intensities by setting

K = |A|.

5.2.3 Optimizing beam angles, wedge orientations, and beam

weights

Finally, we described an optimization model that simultaneously optimizes beam

angles, wedge orientations, and beam intensities in Chapter 4.

A MIP example:

min
w

λt‖DT − θeT ‖∞ + λs
‖(DS − φeS)+‖1

card (S)
+ λn

‖DN‖1

card (N )

s.t. DΩ =
∑

A∈A,F∈F

wA,FDA,F,Ω, Ω ∈ T ∪ S ∪ N ,

u
ρA

ψA ≥ wA,0 + τ1
∑

F∈F\0

wA,F

K ≥ ∑

A∈A ψA,

wA,F ≥ 0, ∀A ∈ A,

ψA ∈ {0, 1}, ∀A ∈ A.

(5.4)

5.3 Optimization Software

5.3.1 Directory setup

Three directories are recommended to store necessary data and programs (see

Figure 29). The directory Beamdata stores the original data that contains the
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Figure 29: Three directories are recommended

dose distribution for beamlets from each angle explained earlier.

The directory Structures stores three-dimensional organ geometries of the tu-

mor region, organs-at-risk, and normal tissue. They are outlined by a physician

on a set of CT or MRI images. The physician labels some of the voxels as PTV

and others as OAR.

Utils directory contains all programs that utilize the information given above

two data directories for the treatment planning optimization. This is the directory

where treatment plans are designed. The programs in this directory include GAMS

optimization models, a MATLAB routine to generate appropriate data for the

optimization models, a MATLAB routine to execute GAMS optimization models,

a MATLAB routine to make DVH plots, and a MATLAB program to generate

simulated organ structures.

5.3.2 Environment and system requirements

The treatment planning process is carried out in MATLAB environment. We

describe the following system requirement to run the provided programs properly.

1. A PC running on Linux (or Solaris, or Windows 98/ME/NT/2000/XP op-

erating system).

2. At least 500 MB free hard drive space (1 GB free space is recommended).
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3. A licensed MATLAB as a working environment.

4. A mathematical modeling language GAMS with appropriate solvers for LP,

MIP, and NLP.

5.3.3 An overview of the optimization software

There are three stages in generating a treatment plan in our approach.

1. gendata(probName): converts/saves the original data (stored in continuous

coordinates) into corresponding discrete coordinates for the optimization.

The input argument is a MATLAB structure array that defines the basic

problem configuration (see Section 5.4.1.) It also generates a file that defines

basic GAMS sets and parameters on the fly using an input file that specifies

machine configuration as well as the user’s preference for the treatment plan.

>> gendata(probName);

2. rungms: generates a treatment plan. It can take multiple input strings such

as the name of a GAMS file, MATLAB structure arrays of organs, and a

MATLAB structure array of input parameters.

>> [Dose,PTV,OAR] = rungms(’qp’,target,sensitive);

Note that outputs of target and sensitive are mapped internally to “PTV”

and “OAR” respectively. The corresponding sets are returned from the

“rungms” program.

3. dvh: makes dose-volume histogram (DVH) plots for inputs specified.

>> dvh(Dose,PTV,OAR);
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Figure 30: Generating data for GAMS optimization model

4. neworgans: enables users to create simulated organ structures within a cylin-

der. This type of structures can be useful for tuning optimization models.

5.4 Treatment Planning Process

We demonstrate the entire treatment planning process (presented in Section 5.3.3)

using a prostate cancer data. There are two organs in this example, namely “tu-

mor” and “rectum”. The tumor volume has 5245 voxels, while the rectum consists

of 1936 voxels. Suppose we are interested in optimizing beam intensities of 36

beam angles for a treatment plan. Using this basic input data, we walk through

each treatment planning process in the next few sections.

5.4.1 Data generation

All coordinates stored in both Beamdata and Structures directories are continuous,

which are not usable as GAMS set indices. The first step is to generate appropriate

data for the GAMS optimization model. Figure 30 illustrates the data generation

process. gendata first reads in a user input (generated using a MATLAB func-

tion inputs.m) that specifies the total number of beam angles considered in the

problem, the number of beam angles for the treatment, where to find the original
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Beamdata and Structures of interest, GAMS set names for the organ structures,

and the GAMS include file name that will store set and parameter definitions,

organ geometries, and dose matrix.

inputs.m uses the MATLAB’s “struct” command to collect necessary infor-

mation to generate appropriate data for the treatment planning. An example of

inputs.m looks as follows:

function data = inputs(prob_name)

%****************************************************************************

%Input data required for conformal radiation treatment planning optimization:

%****************************************************************************

% nAngle := number of beam angles

% beamcutoff := cutoff dose value to generate beams-eye-view (ex. 12%)

% margin := margin of voxels to generate inNormal(I,J,K)==rind of PTV

% use_wedge := whether a wedge filter is considered in the optimization

% is_cylinder := if the full data for all angles are given, say ’no’

% baseDir := base directory where all the data is stored

% beamDir := Directory name of the intial beam data

% structDir := Directory name of the intial structures

% beamID := beam data identification, ex. 10x10 or 20x20 or imat

% rindSetName := a set of voxels in rind of tumor

% oarSetName := a set that contains all voxels in orans-at-risk

% gdxDataName := a file that contains all GDX data for GAMS

% structurefile:= input structure file names in Structures directory

% setName := set names for the structures in the GAMS file
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if strcmp(prob_name,’prostate’)

st = struct(’files’,{’ptv.dat’,’rectum.dat’},...

’sets’,{’prostate’,’rectum’});

elseif strcmp(prob_name,’pancreas’)

st = struct(’files’,{’GTV08.dat’,’COR01.dat’,’LIV00.dat’,...

’LTT03.dat’,’RTT04.dat’},...

’sets’,{’Pancreas’,’spCord’,’Liver’,...

’LKidney’,’RKidney’});

else

st = [];

end

data = struct(...

’nAngle’,36,...

’kBeams’,10,...

’beamcutoff’,11,...

’margin’,2,...

’use_wedge’,’no’,...

’is_cylinder’,’yes’,...

’baseDir’,’/p/cure-cancer/work1/LIM/’,...

’beamID’,’10x10’,...

’beamDir’,’Beamdata_cylinder’,...

’structDir’,’Structures’,...

’rindSetName’,’inNormal’,...

’oarSetName’,’Sensitive’,...
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’gdxDataName’,’data.gdx’,...

’gdxIncludeFile’,’defineInputs’,...

’structures’,st);

We take two steps to generate data that is needed for the rest of treatment

planning. The first step is to collect appropriate input data for the MATLAB

command “gendata”:

>> prob = inputs(’prostate’);

This creates a MATLAB structure array “prob” with all default values and strings

of “inputs.m” for the treatment planning problem.

The second step is to produce the data using the inputs created above:

>> gendata(prob);

This generates both a GAMS include file (defineInputs.inc) and a GDX (GAMS

Data Exchange) file [76], typically named data.gdx, that are required for any of

the GAMS models.

The file defineInputs.inc is a problem specific file that defines sets and param-

eters that are used in the optimization model. It has six components. First, basic

sets and their dimensions are defined for solving the optimization problems. A

large value of the maximum index is typically assigned to each three-dimensional

coordinate because the dimension of the coordinate is not known in advance. Since

each set of the coordinate overestimates its maximum index, this generates unnec-

essarily large number of voxels in the problem; which can lead to a very slow

solution time. To overcome this, sets of the three-dimensional coordinates and
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their dimensions are defined when the locations of the organ structures are iden-

tified. Once organ structures are constructed for the optimization, dimensions of

sets can be defined based on the three-dimensional locations of organs and normal

tissue surrounding the organs. An example is shown below.

sets

I /0*127/

J /0*127/

K /0* 33/

nAngle /0*35/;

The next component is to define GAMS global variables used in the GAMS

file. In our example, the following two lines

$setglobal target ’prostate’

$setglobal sensitive ’rectum’

make the global variable target contain “prostate” and “sensitive” for “rectum” in

the GAMS file.

The third component is to define necessary sets for the GAMS file. Sets

“prostate” and “rectum” provide coordinates of organs, “PTV” and “OAR” are

auxiliary set definitions for the target and the sensitive structures respectively. The

set “inNormal” (R∆(T )) was defined in Chapter 4 to denote the normal tissue from

a rind around PTV, “outNormal” is for a set of voxels that does not belong to

the organs of interest (excluding voxels in “inNormal”), “Normal” is defined as a

union of “inNormal” and “outNormal”, and the name of the parameter to store

the dose distribution is also defined:
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sets

prostate(I,J,K), rectum(I,J,K), PTV(I,J,K), OAR(I,J,K),

Normal(I,J,K), inNormal(I,J,K), outNormal(I,J,K);

parameter Dose(I,J,K,nAngle);

In the next component, a set “allorgans” defines a collection of sensitive struc-

tures of interest. The next line is a gateway between MATLAB and GAMS that

allows the user to update the values of global strings in the GAMS file. For exam-

ple, we may wish to update the global variable “sensitive” to contain a subset of

all sensitive structures.

set allorgans /%sensitive%/;

$if exist matglobs.gms $include matglobs.gms

set organs(allorgans) /%sensitive%/;

All necessary data for the optimization is stored (by “gendata”) in GAMS GDX

format. Therefore, the next component is written to retrieve the data in the GAMS

file:

$GDXIN data.gdx

$LOAD PTV=%target% prostate rectum inNormal

$LOAD Dose

$GDXIN

“$GDXIN data.gdx” opens the GDX file “data.gdx” for reading. The second line

is used to load sets from “data.gdx”. Note that a set can be renamed at this stage:
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set “target” is now named “PTV”. The last line “$GDXIN” closes the access to

the file “data.gdx”.

Finally, a set “Sensitive” of the sensitive structures is defined as a collection of

“allorgans” in the GAMS file. Each organ must be defined explicitly as shown in

the second line below:

set Sensitive(I,J,k,allorgans);

Sensitive(I,J,K,’rectum’) = yes$rectum(I,J,K);

The GAMS include-file defineInputs.inc that contains all of these components

needs to be included at the very beginning of any GAMS files in our toolbox:

$include defineInputs.inc;

5.4.2 Constructing GAMS optimization models

We illustrate a GAMS optimization model for (5.2) below. Most of the notation

used in this GAMS file tries to imitate the mathematical symbols used in (5.2)

with a few exceptions: PTV represents T , OAR is for S, Normal is used for N ,

and sumDose represents D.

* qp.gms

* This program solves 3D conformal radiation treatment problem.

* The solution includes: optimal beam weights

option limrow=0, limcol=0, solprint=off;

OAR(I,J,K) = yes$Sensitive(I,J,k,allorgans);

scalar theta ’dose level prescribed for target’ / 1 /;
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scalar ubar ’dose upper bound on the target voxels’ /1.15/;

$include defineInputs.inc

parameter phi(allorgans) ’hot spot control parameter for OAR’;

phi(allorgans) = 0.3;

parameter Rho(nAngle) ’maximum dose level deposited to the target’;

Rho(nAngle) = smax(PTV,Dose(PTV,nAngle));

OAR(I,J,K) = yes$(not PTV(I,J,K) and sum(organs$Sensitive(I,J,K,organs),1));

outNormal(I,J,K)=yes$(not PTV(I,J,K) and not OAR(I,J,K) and

not inNormal(I,J,K) and

(mod(ord(I),2)=0 and mod(ord(J),2)=0 and mod(ord(K),2)=0));

Normal(I,J,K) = yes$(inNormal(I,J,K) or outNormal(I,J,K));

positive variables w(nAngle), dS(I,J,K,allorgans), sumDose(I,J,K);

variable z;

equations Def4sens(I,J,K),Def4sumDose(I,J,K,allorgans), Obj;

Def4sumDose(I,J,K)$(PTV(I,J,K) or OAR(I,J,K) or Normal(I,J,K)) ..

sumDose(I,J,K) =e= sum(nAngle,Dose(I,J,K,nAngle)*w(nAngle));

Def4sens(OAR,allorgans)..

-sumDose(OAR) + dS(OAR,allorgans) =g= -phi;

Obj ..

z =e= sum(PTV,sumDose(PTV)*sumDose(PTV))/card(PTV)

+ sum(allorgans,sum(OAR,dS(OAR,allorgans)*dS(OAR,allorgans))

/card(allorgans))

+ sum(Normal,sumDose(Normal)*sumDose(Normal))/card(Normal);

sumDose.up(PTV) = ubar*theta;
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w.up(nAngle) = ubar/Rho(nAngle);

model conf / all/;

solve conf using nlp minimizing z;

For debugging purposes, this model can be executed directly at the command

prompt:

% gams qp

Note that any user-defined GAMS files are not allowed to be named either “mat-

globs.gms” or “matdata.gms” because they already exist in the system.

5.4.3 Generating a treatment plan

The GAMS file can be run within MATLAB [26]. Some of the specified three-

dimensional organ geometries can be returned back into the MATLAB workspace

with the final dose distribution being the first (required) output. The GAMS

library utility “matout” can be used for this. First, we calculate the final dose

distribution right after the “solve” statement in the GAMS file because some of

the normal voxels were not considered in the optimization:

Normal(I,J,K) = yes$(not PTV(I,J,K) and not OAR(I,J,K));

sumDose.l(I,J,K)$(PTV(I,J,K) or OAR(I,J,K) or Normal(I,J,K))

= sum(nAngle,Dose(I,J,K,nAngle)*w.l(nAngle));

We then add the following line to the GAMS file for returning the final dose

distribution as four-dimensional matrix into MATLAB.

$libinclude matout sumDose.l I J K
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All matrices of organ geometries are three-dimensional sets. In order to return

these matrices back into MATLAB, GAMS $libinclude matout command must be

used for each organ of interest. Since the organs will be specified in MATLAB,

the line corresponding to each organ is written on the fly when rungms command

is triggered in MATLAB.

The routine “rungms” can take up to several inputs. It (rungms) can have

three different types of inputs: a string containing the GAMS file name, MATLAB

structure arrays that define organs, and a MATLAB structure array that defines

values of parameters used in the GAMS file. A general input format for rungms

looks as follows:

rungms(’GAMS file name [-options]’,organ1,organ2,organ3,...,data);

The first (and only required) input string must be the GAMS file name that is

currently located at Utils directory. GAMS options can be added followed im-

mediately after the GAMS file name. We can run the GAMS file “qp.gms” in

MATLAB as follows:

>> Dose = rungms(’qp’);

However, it is typical that a user will wish to visualize the DVH plots of various

structures in the problem. To facilitate this, we use optional input and output

arguments to pass the coordinates used by the GAMS model back to MATLAB.

The optional arguments are MATLAB structures representing organs. Each

structure must have a name field. The name field must have the string value that

is identical to the set name used in GAMS. For an example, we define a MATLAB
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structure array for the target, another for the sensitive structure, and the third for

the normal tissue as follows:

>> target = struct(’name’,{’prostate’});

>> sensitive = struct(’name’,{’rectum’});

>> normal = struct(’name’,{’Normal’});

For example, the following line

>> [Dose,PTV,OAR,Normal] = rungms(’qp’,target,sensitive,normal);

first creates a file matoutDef.inc that instructs the GAMS model to return the

specified organ coordinates:

* matoutDef.inc

$libinclude matout prostate I J K

$libinclude matout rectum I J K

$libinclude matout Normal I J K

Therefore, we must add the following line

$if exist matoutDef.inc $include matoutDef.inc

at the end of the GAMS file as follows:

.... GAMS program ....

$libinclude matout sumDose.l I J K

$if exist matoutDef.inc $include matoutDef.inc
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The specified GAMS file is executed and returns the four-dimensional matrix of

the final dose distribution. In addition, it can also return as many sets as spec-

ified in matoutDef.inc. In our example, a set of three-dimensional coordinates of

the prostate and another for the rectum are returned along with the final dose

matrix. Any structure coordinates that are returned to the MATLAB workspace

can be used to evaluate the treatment quality using DVH plots. The last line in

“matoutDef.inc” is to return either the solution vector (if wedges are not used) or

the solution matrix (if wedges are used) back into MATLAB. For an example to

retrieve a solution w, just execute the following line:

>> [D,PTV,w] = rungms(’qp’,target,[]);

Note that it is important to place w at the end of the output argument. Fur-

thermore, in the “rungms” example above, the “qp” model will have an empty

sensitive structure.

5.4.4 Solution examination using DVH plot

The quality of a treatment plan is typically specified and evaluated using the

DVH. To make a DVH plot of the current solution, final dose distribution and

three-dimensional organ coordinates are passed through a MATLAB routine dvh.

“Dose” must be the first input argument for “dvh”. In MATLAB prompt,

>> dvh(Dose,PTV,OAR);

This invokes a MATLAB figure with dose volume histograms of the specified or-

gans. The user can also specify (not required) the line property on the DVH plot

as follows:
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Figure 31: Dose Volume Histogram

>> dvh(Dose,PTV,’b-’,OAR,’r’);

where the color blue (’b-’) with a solid line is specified for the “PTV” and red (’r’)

for the “OAR.” More choices of the line properties can be found in MATLAB by

typing:

>> help plot

An example of DVH is shown in Figure 31. The X-axis is normalized so that

the target prescribed dose (θ) is one. The Y-axis represents the fraction of the

volume. For example, the line of the normal tissue approximately passes through

the coordinate (0.2, 0.2). This means that 80% of the normal tissue receives 20%

or less of the target prescribed dose level. Note that the labels of structures are

created manually after the DVH plot is made using MATLAB figure editor.
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5.5 Creating Simulated Organ Structures

5.5.1 Simulated organ structure generation procedure

We provide a MATLAB routine to create simulated organ structures. This routine

allows users to outline two-dimensional slices of a target and a sensitive structure

in order to generate three-dimensional organ shapes. Once a user executes the

MATLAB routine “neworgans”, MATLAB immediately asks the user a series of

questions about the organ structures to generate:

>> neworgans

Enter the target file name :=> ’head’

Enter the OAR file name:=> ’neck’

z slice index runs from 1 to 32.

Input first slice for target: 10

Input last slice for target: 15

Please contour the target at slice 10

At this point, a MATLAB figure window is invoked for the user to start outlining

organ shapes. The user is asked to continue for the following process:

Please contour the target at slice 10

Repeat (1=yes,0=no):0

The “Repeat” gives the user an option to redraw the most recent outline of the

slice if necessary.

An example of this is shown in Figure 32(a). Next, the user is asked to outline

the shape of the sensitive structure on the same slice shown in Figure 32(a):
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(b) A 2D shape of the new sensitive
structure is also outlined

Figure 32: Creating simulated organ structures

Please contour the region at risk at slice 10

Repeat (1=yes,0=no):0

Please contour the target at slice 11

Figure 32(b) shows such an example. This process continues until the organ shape

of the last slice is outlined. Once the complete organ structures are defined, the

coordinates are stored into Structures directory with the filename specified by the

user with .dat filename extension (for example, head.dat, neck.dat).

5.5.2 An example of treatment planning procedure with

the new organs

The following MATLAB steps illustrate a treatment planning procedure with the

organ structures produced in the previous section.
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1. Generating model data: Since we have created new organ structures, we

need to update the problem structure. For example, to use the “head” and “neck”

data just generated, we just execute:

>> prob = inputs(’organs1’);

>> prob.structures = struct(’files’,{’head.dat’, ’neck.dat’},...

’sets’,{’head’,’neck’});

Then the model data can be generated using “gendata” command:

>> gendata(prob);

2. Treatment Planning: First, organ structures are defined using MATLAB

“struct” command:

>> target = struct(’name’,{’head’});

>> sensitive = struct(’name’,{’neck’});

>> normal = struct(’name’,{’Normal’});

We then run GAMS file “qp.gms” using two organ structures (”head” and “neck”)

as follows:

>> [Dose,P,S,N]= rungms(’qp’,target,sensitive,normal);

3. Solution Examination: The dose-volume histogram can be made to exam-

ine the treatment quality:

>> dvh(Dose,P,S,N);
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5.6 Techniques to improve solution time

5.6.1 Data sampling

The given data for radiation treatment optimization problem is typically very

large. The reason is that the initial dose matrix for the optimization model stores

dose contribution to each voxel considered in the optimization. Typical (fixed

default) dimensions considered in the radiation treatment planning problems are

150 × 150 × 100 = 2.25 million. In our example, the corresponding dimensions

were reduced to 128 × 128 × 34 = 0.557 million, which is about 25% of the fixed

dimension.

Vast amount of voxels comprise the normal tissue. Although voxels in the

normal tissue are important for the final treatment plan, some voxels that are away

from the target structure are less significant to the optimal treatment plan dose

distribution. A random sampling of voxels is used to speed up the computation

in the literature [62]. 10% of each structure is randomly sampled. The sampling

scheme is also noted elsewhere [42]. The sampling approach we use was discussed

in Section 4.4.3. This can be seen in several of the example GAMS files available

at http://www.cs.wisc.edu/ f̃erris/3dcrt/.

5.6.2 Robust modeling and iterative solution approach

We have used some techniques to enhance the performance of the optimization

models. If the optimization problem is nonlinear and nonconvex, generating a good

starting solution becomes very important to ensure that the resulting solutions are
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robust and reliable (an example is given in Section 3.3.) When solving a mixed

integer programming model, tightening the solution space can significantly improve

the solution performance as discussed in Section 4.4.1.

The second and very powerful technique in solving a large-scale optimization

problem is the use of the “iterative solution scheme” discussed in Section 4.4.3.

In the iterative solution scheme, optimization model is typically solved using a set

of sampled data points and relaxed constraints. Based on the solution from the

previous solve, the next optimization process narrows down the solution search

space for the treatment goals the planner wants to achieve.

5.6.3 GAMS options

Since the amount of data for radiation treatment planning problems are typically

very large, dealing with beam data in a text-file format may take a lot of storage

space. A drawback with large data in GAMS is that often users have to sit and wait

for GAMS to load and unload the data. It can be very time-consuming. Recently,

GAMS published a contributed utility GDX [76]. The GDX utility handles data

in a binary format, which can save a lot of storage space. It is also much faster to

work with the GDX data in GAMS environment.

We give a brief description of a few useful GAMS options:

1. optfile can be very useful for solving LP and MIP models. GAMS [31] provide

a number of LP and MIP solvers to choose from. Some algorithms work bet-

ter than others depending on the problem of interest. For example, CPLEX

gives four options to solve an LP: 1 for the primal simplex, 2 for the dual
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simplex, 3 for the network simplex, and 4 for the barrier method. In gen-

eral, barrier method seemed to generate solutions faster than other methods

in solving optimization problems we have tried. For example, we used the

following schemes for solving all of our MIP problems. The file “cplex.opt”

contains the following lines:

lpmethod 4

startalg 4

cuts no

covers -1

“lpmethod 4” specifies that the barrier method is used to solve an LP. “star-

talg 4” is to use barrier with crossover for solving the initial relaxation of a

MIP. Other options for startalg are: 1 for the primal simplex, 2 for the dual

simplex, 3 for network followed by dual simplex, 4 for barrier with crossover,

5 for the dual simplex to iteration limit, then barrier, 6 for the barrier with-

out crossover.

“cuts no” is to turn off all CPLEX cut generation options. Default is “yes”.

“covers (integer)” can be used to determines whether or not cover cuts should

be generated during optimization (default = 0).

-1 Do not generate cover cuts

0 Determined automatically

1 Generate cover cuts moderately

2 Generate cover cuts aggressively

To use this CPLEX option file, a line

model_name.opt = 1;
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must be inserted right before the GAMS “solve” statement.

2. profile can be used to find where the excessive time is being used. GAMS

generates information on statement execution time and associated memory

usage by employing profile. This option can be invoked either in the GAMS

file

option profile = 3 (or 0,1,2)

or on the prompt

gams example profile = 3 (or 0,1,2)

3. prioropt: instructs CPLEX to use priority branching information passed by

GAMS through the “Variable.prior” parameters. The syntax is

VariableName.PriorOpt = 1 (or 2,3,4,...);

A variable with a smaller number gets higher priority.

5.7 Summary

Optimization tools are developed in MATLAB and GAMS environments. We have

generated a variety of GAMS optimization models that implement the models dis-

cussed in Chapter 4. These are available at http://www.cs.wisc.edu/ f̃erris/3dcrt/.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

We have developed a collection of optimization frameworks for radiation treat-

ment planning. First, we presented a unified and fully automated radiosurgery

treatment planning framework for the Gamma Knife machine. The optimization

model is a nonlinear, non-convex, and mixed integer program. We showed how to

approximate the solution of this problem by a sequence of nonlinear programs and

a single linear mixed integer program. To obtain reliable solutions, we developed

a new and efficient technique to generate a good starting point for the nonlinear

program. Based on the fact that a shot of radiation (ellipsoid) forms approxi-

mately a sphere, we introduced a technique that uses a variant of a sphere packing

approach combined with the Medial Axis Transformation (Skeleton), often used

in computer graphics. Using a good starting point, the nonlinear optimization

problem is solved using CONOPT (generalized reduced gradient method.) The

key optimization parameters were the isocenters for radiation doses, the collima-

tor (helmet) sizes, and the intensity for each shot of radiation. We showed that

the optimization model was fast enough to generate an optimal treatment plan

(within 20 minutes), flexible enough to apply to a variety of tumor types, and

robust enough to obtain high quality (conformal and uniform) treatment plans for

any size and any shape of tumor. This tool is currently in use at the Radiation
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Oncology Department at the University of Maryland School of Medicine at the

University of Maryland.

Secondly, we have developed a framework for three-dimensional conformal ra-

diation treatment planning. In this framework, a variety of optimization models

were introduced for treatment planning problems. The optimization problems

were formulated as mixed integer linear programming and quadratic programming

problems. We showed that different objective function formulations could be used

for different treatment goals. We presented the optimization model that simulta-

neously optimizes three key parameters: beam weights, beam angles, and wedge

orientations. The framework offers fast delivery of the treatment plan as well as the

capability for control of dose-volume constraints on organs as typically described

by the planner. Since the data set required by the optimization formulations was

very large, we introduced techniques to reduce the data requirements and the

complexity of the problem. Specifically, we introduced tighter a priori bounds

on the beam weights, reduction of the number of voxels to be considered in the

optimization, and a three-phase scheme in which a sequence of progressively more

realistic optimization models is solved to obtain an approximate solution. Using

all these techniques, we demonstrated a 97% improvement in computational time

over direct solution of the full-resolution problem on a clinical data set.

Finally, optimization software was developed for radiation treatment planning.

We demonstrated a treatment planning procedure with this software. First, a

MATLAB routine was used to generate appropriate dose matrices based on the

beam’s-eye-view approach. Secondly, a GAMS optimization model was executed

to find a solution for the beam angles, beam weights, and wedge orientations.
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A MATLAB routine was used to examine the quality of the resulting treatment

plan. Since some optimization modelers may also be interested in creating unique

shapes of organs to tune their models, we provided a MATLAB routine to create

simulated organ structures.
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